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Following are the programs aired by KBOI-TV that the station believes provided the most 

significant attention to the community problems, issues, and needs for the (January 1, 2017 through 

March 31, 2017). 

 

KBOI News, Monday-Friday, 5-7 a.m.; 7-7:30(CW) a.m.; 11-1130 a.m (M-Th), 12-12:30 p.m (M-Th 
CW), 4-5 p.m.; 5:30-6 p.m.; 9-9:30(CW) p.m.; and 10-10:35p.m. 
KBOI News, Saturday, 5-5:30 p.m. and 10-10:35 p.m. 
KBOI News, Sunday, 5-5:30 p.m. and 10-10:30 p.m.    



ISSUE: CONSUMER  

KBOI talks about issues that affect our consumers, including identity theft, fraud, schemes, 

scams and product recalls. 

Date of Broadcast 01/01/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
Brian Morrin reports more and more people are signing up for high deductible health insurance plans. 
Some are swayed by the low monthly premiums, but often people don’t have a choice.  A quarter of all 
employers now offering insurance only have high deductible plans offered.  Elliot Wyler reports these 
plans have a real downside and has advice on how to keep your health insurance from wiping you out.   
High deductible health plans can really set you back.  Before employer insurance kicks in, individuals 
have to pay an average of nearly $2300 per year and for families more than $4,000.  People are finding 
the deductible so unaffordable that they are putting off care, or they are not getting care at all.  They’re 
not filling prescriptions; they’re not going to the doctor.  Monique Dowd’s only insurance option carried 
a $6,000 deductible.  She put off surgery and almost didn’t discover that she had cancer.  Monique says 
“it is scary to me that I almost did not do the first exploratory surgery to know what was growing.”  If 
you are forced into a high deductible plan, how can you afford the care you need?  First, use a tool on 
your insurance company’s website to check prices for treatment and procedures.  The differences 
between providers can be enormous.  Also consider opening a health savings account,  This is an 
account into which you put pre-tax dollars which can be used to pay the deductible and other qualified 
health care expenses.  That is money which if not used in the first year, can carry over.   Be aware that a 
lot of preventative health services such as colonoscopies, and vaccinations are free and don’t count 
toward your deductible.  If you are skipping medical care because  you can’t afford the out-of-pocket 
costs, Consumer Reports recommends talking to your doctor.  Doctors can often help you find less 
expensive prescriptions, diagnostic tests, and other health care services.    
  

Date of Broadcast:  01/06/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
 With record snowfall and freezing temperatures, many are wondering what they should be 
doing about their frozen rain gutters, especially with more snow on the way or rain or both.  
KBOI’s Amika Osumi talks with the experts about how to protect your home.  Amika reports 
that many Treasure Valley homes have frozen gutters, packed with snow and icicles hanging 
from them.   Boise Gutters’ project manager advises that although you think you should chisel 
the snow out of your gutters, it is best to leave them be.  Keven Hart says to try to struggle with 
the gutters now while they are still frozen with snow/ice possibly frozen sold to the roof as well, 
might just create more damage to the gutter and break the sealant inside causing more 
problems in the spring.  Hart does suggest removing dangerous icicles which could fall off and 
hit someone.  The Insurance for Business and Home Safety says to reduce flood risks, you 
should remove snow piled against your home; safely remove snow on your roof using a snow 



rake or hire a professional. Ground frost or frozen soil prevents snowmelt from seeping into the 
ground; you should pay attention to flood alerts.   Hart reminds homeowners to check their 
gutters in the spring to make sure they are securely attached.   
 
 

Date of Broadcast:  01/23/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
Welcome to Tax Season!  KBOI reporter Brent Hunsaker says today the IRS started accepting 
electronic tax returns.  Mary Maloney of Consumer Watch has tips if you want to file your 
return early.   She says millions will soon put their most sensitive and personal information in 
the hands of Uncle Sam.   That’s why it is so important to choose a tax preparer wisely.  The IRS 
says check for a valid IRS preparer tax identification number (PTIN).  Avoid preparers who base 
their fees on a percentage of your refund and be wary of preparers who don’t ask for receipts, 
or ask questions about the eligibility of deductions and credits.  Never sign a blank tax return.  
Tax time is also the prime season for identify theft.  Never give your personal information over 
the phone or online, unless you started the conversation and have confirmed the identity of the 
tax professional or IRS employee.  If information on your return is missing or wrong, that could 
be a red flag.  Common signs of identity theft are finding out that more than one tax return was 
filed for one person in a year, or additional tax owed, or refund offset for year you didn’t file.  
Another is IRS records showing more wages than you earned.  All these could mean that 
someone is using your information to steal your money.  
 
Date of Broadcast:  02/10/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
If there is one thing that’s for sure it is that the internet has made it much harder for people to 
keep personal information private.  KBOI report Jeff Platt explains why it is so hard to protect 
your identity.  We do a lot to keep our personal information safe and secure.   According to 
cyber-security expert Neil Custer, many of us frequently change our passwords and use security 
questions with obscure answers.  In fact, some of us even pay to keep our information under 
lock and key.  People in law enforcement and some government jobs would all prefer that that 
information not be out there.  Despite all of these efforts, it is nearly impossible to make sure 
no one but you can access your information and your account.  Websites such as pipl and 
Family Tree Now.com and many more contain info about you ranging from previous addresses 
to the names of your friends and family.  How do they get all this information?  Truth is, they 
don’t need any hacking skills, they just need cash.  Every business from credit cards, to mobile 
apps, even the Department of Motor Vehicles is selling your personal information.  Platt asked 
the Idaho Transportation Department if they sell personal data.  In an email response they said 
“Some companies purchase vehicle records in bulk, and if such is desired, it is required that the 



purchaser sign an agreement on the use and terms.  The laws are very strict and prohibit 
personal information from being published, re-disclosed, or used to contact individuals.  ITD 
says these laws keep you safe, but in the next sentence of the email the department says “it 
cannot control what happens to such information once released.”  Back to the original question 
“What can we do to keep our information safe?”  The real answer is find out what sites are 
publishing our information, ask them to take it down, and hope for the best.   
 
Date of Broadcast: 03/08/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
One of the most popular pages on Boise’s Craigslist is for selling phones.  Many of the phones 
are used; ones that the seller used for personal life and they don’t want them anymore.  KBOI 
reporter Natalie Hurst says when you give that phone away, you may be handing over a lot of 
your personal information, even if you think you have cleared your phone.  Susan Copeland 
shows us how we can protect ourselves.  Smartphones are used for just about everything from 
texting, and banking to shopping.  In a computer lab at St. Vincent College, professor Anthony 
Serapiglia and his students were looking for information left behind on cell phones.  They found 
a lot of text messages, conversations, personal items, even Snap Chat and things you think are 
going to expire.  One damaged iPhone, the second unit they plugged in, turned out to be filled 
with illegal activity.  Serapiglia says it had text messages of drug deals, prostitution and 
gambling.  One phone was missing its battery, but did have its memory card still included.  
Giving away your phone could be giving away your life information.  Serapiglia says he has 
known thieves able to build a story around the information found on used phones and then 
steal the former phone owner’s identity.   Serapiglia and his students scan phones purchased 
from goodwill using software anyone can buy.  All the phones were sold in bulk, online.  
Twenty-five pounds of phones purchased for just $85.  Of the eighty-five phones they 
purchased, forty-seven has useable information.  Copeland says before you ever give your 
phone away or trade it in, there are steps you can take to try to wipe it clean.  For most phones, 
a simple factory reset will take care of the problem.  Also, remove the SIM or SD card; keep it in 
a safe place, and encrypt your data.  
 
Date of Broadcast: 03/08/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
Today’s question: “I saw something on the internet that thieves can now steal my car 
electronically. What’s up with that?”  According to the National Insurance Crime Bureau, the 
bad guys have figured out a way to intercept your car signal when you use your key fob.  Then 
they can get in your car after you walk away and drive off.  There is a device which may block 
this interception, but it only works about fifty percent of the time.  So as a precaution, drivers 
need to not leave anything obvious in the car which would entice thieves to steal it.    



Date of Broadcast: 03/16/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
Gone are the days of forgetting your passwords.  Some two million USAA members are now 
using selfies, voice recognition and their finger print to access account information.  Andrea 
Martinez takes a look at this technology and asks the important question.  Is it safe?  “My 
identity is secure because my voice is my passport.  Verify me.”  It is a simple phrase that 
recognizes the voices of USAA members getting them right into their account through their 
Smart Phones.  USAA’s Richard Davey, lead security advisor says they have five million 
members using the mobile app today, and two million of those have already added the 
biometric option.  Two million people using not only voice recognition, but also facial scans and 
finger prints.  The technology is called biometrics and Davey says it is far more secure than 
typing in a password of letters and numbers.  He reports USAA has yet to see an instance of 
fraud.  A USAA spokesperson says these features provide an extra layer of security, making it 
harder for hackers to access accounts.  Setting up your face scan, voice recognition, or finger 
print is the first step.  The app then remembers you preferred digital method of logging in.  It’s 
as easy as taking a selfie.  In case some of these new options are too tech savvy for you, a 
member can authenticate using any of the methods they have previously enrolled in.  As more 
companies try to make it easy to keep your personal life secure. 
 
 

ISSUE:  CRIME 

 
Boise, with a population of around 214,000 people as of 2013, prides itself as a safe place to 

live. We do our best to keep the public updated on News as it happens bringing you the stories 

of top concern.  

Date of Broadcast:  01/09/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
A kidnapping in eastern Oregon leads to a deadly crash.  Jeff Platt is on the scene and has the 
update.  Ontario police responded to a call from a convenience store this morning.  The caller 
said she was witnessing a stabbing in progress.  She said she saw an adult woman being 
stabbed in the back of a pickup truck in the parking lot of that convenience store.  Police 
responded.  The driver of the pickup took off and eventually drove down Highway 201 in 
Oregon.  He veered into oncoming traffic causing a head on collision.  The driver of the car that 
the truck crashed into was dead at the scene; the passenger was severely injured and taken to a 
local hospital.  The suspect, also with severe injuries, was taken to the hospital.  We are told 



that both the passenger and the truck driver are listed in stable but serious condition.  The 
Oregon police did find the female victim dead in the back of the pickup and are trying to 
determine if she died from stab wounds or as a result of the crash.  Police released the name of 
the suspect. He is identified as 49-year-old Anthony Wheeler from Nampa, Idaho.  No identity 
has been provided for the female victim.  Police found her car abandoned in the middle of the 
road in Weiser, Idaho.  KBOI will continue to update this story as details are available.  
 

Date of Broadcast:  01/12/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
Nampa police made a big drug bust during a traffic stop. Over four pounds of meth were found 
in a pillowcase, along with heroin, cocaine, and more than $3000 in cash.  Mariano Castillo and 
Dora Zamudio were arrested and are now behind bars.  Nampa Police officers say they 
originally pulled the pair over and then called in the canine unit to sniff out the drugs.  Castillo is 
now charged with meth trafficking; Zamudio is charged with drug possession.   
 

Date of Broadcast:  01/17/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
KBOI Reporter Lauren Clark says the shooting of two Idaho law enforcement officers happened 
near Blanchard.   Two Idaho Sheriff Deputies were attempting to serve an arrest warrant, when 
each was shot multiple times.  Both officers are seriously injured, but expected to recover.   
Bonner County Detective Steinbaugh says on January 16th around 11 AM, the suspect started 
shooting at the two Bonner County Sheriff’s deputies as they attempted to serve their arrest 
warrant.  The as yet unnamed suspect was also shot in the exchange.  All three men were taken 
to the Kootenai Medical Center.  KBOI has no word on the condition of the suspect.  Right now 
the Kootenai County Sheriff’s office is heading the investigation.   
 
 
Date of Broadcast: 01/24/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
Gunfire leads to a manhunt in Kuna.  A seven-hour search is over and a man is dead.  KBOI 
report Amika Osumi reports from Kuna how the manhunt came to an end.  The search in Kuna 
covered the area between Hubbard, Linder, Deer Flat and Meridian Roads.  All houses within 
the search area were asked to shelter in place while police and deputies went door-to-door and 
street-to-street looking for the armed man.  Glen Goodman is a Kuna homeowner who lives just 



a few doors away from where the shooting happened.   He reports hearing rapid gunfire about 
11:15AM, followed by two shotgun blasts.  His household hunkered down, stayed alert and 
waited for police to do their job.  The whole incident began about 4AM when a law 
enforcement officer tried to pull over a motorist.  As soon as the officer turned on his sirens, 
investigators say the driver pointed a gun out the vehicle window.  Ada County Sheriff Captain 
Scott Johnson says the suspect fired several shots at the deputy.  The deputy backed off and the 
driver drove into a subdivision.  The deputy was not injured.  Law enforcement proceeded to 
seal off the neighborhood and started searching.  They found the driver’s empty black BMW 
parked on Chaprosa Drive.  The search continued until they found the suspect in a home he had 
broken into.  The suspect attempted to flee in the homeowner’s car.  He was blocked in by a 
law enforcement vehicle and shots were exchanged between suspect and police.   The Ada 
County Sheriff’s office says the man died at the scene.  His identity has not yet been released.  
In a follow up, KBOI’s Brent Hunsaker reports that police believe the man was involved in drug-
related activity and that they are questioning a female who was in the car with the suspect.  
 
 
Date of Broadcast:  02/03/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
January was a busy month for law enforcement all around the Treasure Valley.  In just one 
month, local law enforcement received nearly thirty thousand calls and responded to each one. 
This number does not include calls to fire and ambulances.  Boise PD responded to over eleven 
thousand calls; while Meridian Police responded to about thirty-six hundred; Nampa got sixty-
four hundred calls, and Ada County Deputies also about sixty-four hundred.  In Canyon County 
deputies responded to twenty-two hundred calls.   This is a lot of work, but not without 
appreciation.   Boise resident Garrett Haag says he recognizes these law enforcement personnel 
are very committed to their jobs and want to better their communities.   Lorrie Ereshears, also 
is also a Boise resident, feels good that these agencies are so responsive and believes Boise PD 
has a good reputation in the Treasure Valley.   It’s important to point out that not all these calls 
are for crimes.  Some of them are things like welfare checks and slide offs where officers are 
there to lend a helping hand.  
 

Date of Broadcast:  02/22/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
KBOI report Brian Morrin reports on an attempted carjacking in a Boise neighborhood.  The 
suspect is still on the loose and KBOI is keeping the victim’s identity a secret.  The female victim 
says “I couldn’t believe it.  It was shock and fear.  That’s all that was going through my head.”  
At the corner of West Kootenai and South Hilton, a woman was just dropped off her nine-year 



old daughter so she was alone when a man jumped out in front of her car.  She jammed on the 
breaks, and her car stalled.  The woman tells us the suspect came to the side door of her car 
and opened it.  He demanded her keys and her purse. When she refused, he started hitting her 
in the face multiple times.   The would-be carjacker refused to give up.  He grabbed her hair and 
tried pulling her out of the car.  When she appeared to give up and said “okay, okay, that’s 
enough, please stop.  I’ll give you my purse.”  Morrin says that’s when the woman got the 
upper hand.  When she turned to give him her purse, she reached into her center console and 
grabbed her gun and pointed it at him.  It scared him off.   He ran through an alley into the back 
lot of Albertson’s and disappeared.  She wonders what might have happened if she didn’t have 
her pistol.  She thinks he probably would have dragged her from the car and continued to beat 
her until he got what he wanted.  She says she honestly does not know if he would have 
stopped.  The woman told reporter Morrin she will be meeting with a police sketch artist to 
come up with a composite sketch of the suspect.  Both robberies took place on State Street just 
two miles apart.  But these are just two of the seven robberies which took place in the last 
month.  Police says that many robberies in such a short time is rare for Boise.   For now, these 
unsolved cases are BPD’s top priority.  Sgt. Kendall asks anyone with tips about these robberies 
to contact Boise Police or call Crimestoppers at 343-COPS.   
 
 
Date of Broadcast:  03/13/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
KBOI reporter Natalie Hurst, says “enough is enough.”   Today Boise Police want the public’s 
help in getting two armed robbers off the streets.  Amika Osumi takes a look at two people 
police say have put a scare into the Boise community.  Boise Police are still searching for the 
man who robbed four businesses in Boise and one in Nampa just within the last month.  In 
addition, they are also looking for a second male suspect who committed two armed robberies 
in one week.  The latest was just last night.  Managers say a man shown in this photo robbed 
the Jack in the Box on west State Street atabout 9:30 PM last night.  Police say he came in 
armed with an edged weapon demanding money.  Just last Monday, a man in a similar outfit, 
armed with a similar weapon, robbed the Jacksons store, also on west State Street.   Police say 
they think it is the same man.  Sgt. Justin Kendall of Boise Police Department says from the 
clothing description and just general size and weight of the person surveillance photos appear 
to show the same person 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Date of Broadcast:  03/20/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
The Boise foothills trails involved in a deadly shooting over the weekend, are now back open 
and we now know the names of the police officers involved.  KBOI’s Lauren Clark gives us an 
update on that investigation.  The whole Gulch trail is now open.  It was on this trail witnesses 
say a man shot and killed a hiker’s dog and then threatened to shoot other hikers.  Those hikers 
did call 911.  When the police arrived, officers say the suspect opened fire.  Boise Police officers 
Erick Johnson, Robert Johnson, Andrew Johnson, Chris Zimmer, Chris Wirshing and Tyjuan Lynn 
returned fire killing the suspect.  The name of the suspect is not being released at this time.  
Witnesses tell KBOI it was a scary situation when officers arrived.  Witness Mark Goforth says 
many hikers went into the creek and hid, and then called 911.  The whole Gulch area is now 
open.  The Critical Incident Task Force is investigating this incident. The task force is made up of 
agencies from across the Treasure Valley 
 
 
Date of Broadcast:  03/28/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p. 
 
KBOI reporter Amika Osumi reports shots have been fired in a west Boise neighborhood.   One 
person has been taken to the hospital.  Reporting from West Granger Avenue near Carissa 
Avenue in Boise, Amika tells us Ada County Sheriffs and Boise Police are on the scene.  Law 
enforcement says they were trying to serve a felony search warrant to one of the homes on the 
block when one of two men opened fire on the deputy.  The sheriff’s office says one suspect 
was shot and taken to the hospital.  The extent of his injuries are unknown at this time; the 
second man was taken into custody.  Neither of their identities has been released.  Witnesses 
say this all happened at a home on West Granger where police broke the window.  Several 
neighbors heard the gunshots.  The Ada County Sheriff’s office say three deputies were 
involved in this shooting, but no other injuries were reported.  A critical taskforce will now 
investigate the shooting.  
 
 
 Date of Broadcast:  03/28/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
A camera and some quick police work and a little luck gets a TV back to its rightful owner.  One 
Boise man’s security caught a porch pirate stealing his brand-new fifty-inch television off his 
front porch.  Stan Browning, the rightful owner of the TV was at home when it happened.  



Browning is bound to a wheelchair and wasn’t able to get to his front door in time to stop the 
thief.  Lucky for Stan, police were able to use the security footage from his surveillance camera 
to identify that thief and track him down.  The porch pirate was arrested only moments after he 
had lifted the TV from Browning’s front porch.  Police returned Stan’s TV and the only thing 
missing was the box.  The thief is now booked in the Ada County jail.  
 
 
 

ISSUE: ECONOMY 

KBOI-TV covers the different industries in Idaho that impact the economy. This includes 

technology, natural resources, small businesses, universities, joblessness and legislative 

decisions. These are all factors that contribute to the state’s economic health and impact 

taxpayers. 

Date of Broadcast:  01/13/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
For business owners the record snow this winter has been either the best of times or the worst 
of times.  KBOI report Scott Logan has the details on the impact of all this snow on downtown 
Boise businesses.  The Downtown Boise Association says this winter has been a challenging one 
for local businesses.  Downtown Boise is a popular destination, but the storms this winter have 
made it very difficult to get into town, and it shows in the local profit margins.  On Boise’s 
popular Basque block, Jake Arredondo, owner of the Basque Market, fires up his outdoor Paella 
grill twice a week as usual, even during the worst of this recent weather.  He says that since the 
storms hit the usually busy block just isn’t bustling.  He says normally they sell out in sixty 
minutes, but his Paella has not sold out for a couple of weeks now.   At Bardenay, restaurant 
owner Kevin Settles says the past week has been the most brutal he’s seen since opening the 
restaurant seventeen years ago.  Brutal just in the amount of work it took to keep the doors 
open, keep the alley plowed to allow access to the dumpsters, access for deliveries and just 
getting the restaurant’s staff into work.   At Idaho Mountain Touring business has been good. 
They offer a wide variety of winter clothing, including the top selling item YakTrax, a shoe 
traction device for walking on icy streets.   Winter clothing, long underwear, hats, gloves, all the 
items you need to stay comfortable, get around, do your sports, have seen great sales volume 
compared to a few years ago when sales were “mild” according to Idaho Mountain Touring’s 
Chris Haunold.  Most downtown Boise business owners says Spring, or at least a good thaw, 
can’t come soon enough for them.   
  
 
 
 



Date of Broadcast: 01/30/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10p 
 
President Trump’s executive order has already affected some refugees here in Boise.  KBOI 
reporter Amika Osumi tells about the impact.   Standing in front of the International Rescue 
Committee’s Boise office, Amika says the IRC and other organizations help refugees get settled 
here in Idaho.   But organizations say that after Trump’s executive order was signed this 
weekend, some families who expected to be reunited with family members this week are now 
left heartbroken.  From October 1, 2015 until September 30, 2016 Idaho has resettled over 
1121 refugees from eighteen different countries.  President Trump’s executive order suspends 
the U.S. refugee program for one hundred twenty days.  Executive Director of Idaho Office for 
Refugees, Jan Reeves say families who are trying to find protection somewhere in the world, 
who are living in extremely vulnerable situations around the world no longer have the ability, at 
least for the next four months, to find protection in the U.S.  According to Reeves, “this is 
devastating.”   Local refugee families are affected by the executive order.  IRC Director Julianne 
Donnelly Tzul says there is a lot of anxiety in the refugee community about what this means.  
Some of the most immediate impact is that family members scheduled to come to the U.S. very 
soon, will no longer be able to travel to this county.  Donnelly Tzul knows of three local families 
in this situation.  One nine-year old refugee asked if he would be deported to Africa in the next 
day or two.  These families have an immediacy of fear about their on-going status.   The IRC 
received several welcome cards to refugees over the weekend.  Members say they have seen 
an outpouring of support from the community.  The executive order blocks indefinitely any 
refugees from Syria.  Boise has become a new home for almost two hundred Syrians in the past 
two years.  The order also puts a cap on the number of refugees allowed into the U.S. which the 
IRC says will cut the number coming into Idaho by one-half.  
 

Date of Broadcast:  02/02/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
Weiser residents now have a place to buy groceries, after the only grocery in town collapsed from the 

historic snowfall.   The Ridley’s in town is now open in a temporary location.  KBOI reporter Lauren Clark 

reports.  The local hospital offered Ridley’s an unused office building.  After taking two weeks to 

demolish the offices within the building, the grocery has now opened in this temporary location offering 

goods to Weiser residents.  In place of desks, canned goods and produce now fill the shelves. The store 

hasn’t yet been open for 24-hours, but business is already booming.  Ridley’s president says the 

company starting preparing for a temporary location right after their building collapsed.  Mark Ridley 

says they started identifying equipment and getting product back into the store and tried to open as 

quickly as possible because he knows it is so important for the community to have a grocery store.  He 

also points out that the roof of the temporary location has been thoroughly swept clear of snow so 



there should be no danger of another collapse.   Store president Ridley projects this store will be open 

until the company can demolish the old building and rebuild, most likely sometime in Spring 2017.   

Date of Broadcast: 02/08/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
It’s no secret that smart phones have revolutionized the way we interact at home, at work, with each 
other. KBOI reporter Brent Hunsaker says for Natalie Hurst, the phone is almost a part of her.  Natalie 
agrees she can’t live without it.  She points out there have been many changes since the IBM personal 
computer debuted back in 1981.  Now in 2017 Hurst asks “where is all the technology going?”  To 
answer that question, Hurst visited Boise State University to see who is designing the future.  A walk 
around Professor Anthony Ellertson’s classroom is a journey through creativity, says Hurst.   First year 
students on 2D and 3D design; upper classmen making virtual and augmented reality.  This is Boise 
State’s gaming, interactive media and mobile technology program.  Don’t let the competitive gaming 
mislead you says Hurst.  While students are certainly being shown how to create games that are 
entertaining, Ellertson says students focus more on creating games that have a therapeutic, educational 
or even medical value.  That includes students like Liz Altmiller experimenting with animation 
sequencing using Photoshop and Illustrator; layering smaller pieces in After Effect treating them as 3D 
images, animated in a 3D plane.  BSU sophomores Dean Cohen and Dave Groh have built an app that 
converts paper data into 3D models for INL physicists.  Junior Colby Morgan and his fellow BSU students 
just won a national virtual reality contest. Their theme was a dream sequence, done in thirty hours.  
Technology has come a long way since Atari debuted its video console system in the 1980’s.  Today it fits 
in our hands, and virtual reality can transport us into a world of imagination.  At Boise State tomorrow 
has already arrived and students are merging video virtual reality with our real world creating an 
augmented reality which will soon be in our homes and workplace.  Local industry leaders say the future 
demands these student skills.  Jennifer Lastra CEO of 360 Immersive says we need entrepreneurs, small 
businesses.  We students to begin creating content and experimenting with the technology.   Goldman 
Sachs predicts by 2025 this technology will be an eighty-billion-dollar market.  A future Boise State 
students say is already here in their lab.  BSU’s four-year academic program is growing as fast as the 
technology the students are developing.  In its first year Fall 2015 this program had forty-one majors; 
last year they registered one-hundred-twenty-two.     

 

Date of Broadcast: 03/06/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
Usually San Francisco, Seattle, or Portland.  Those are the cities that come to mind for entrepreneurs.  
But Boise may soon be adding its name to that list.  KBOI’s Lauren Clark shows us why the Treasure 
Valley may be the perfect place for small businesses to grow and launch.   You can say that Real Time 
Adventure Data started with a real problem, predicting avalanche zones.   This new company, producing 
their invention in a Boise garage, builds probes attached to ski poles.  The infrared-technology probes 
measure snow layers sending back data to a customized computer application indicating which layers of 
snow are the strongest and which are the weakest.  This would allow skiers to take readings and find the 
safest path to ski.  Boise State professor Kent Neuberger says startups like this have a chance to thrive 



here in the Treasure Valley.   He says there is opportunity here especially for life-style businesses, or 
recreation related products.  Not only is the Treasure Valley good for entrepreneurs, entrepreneurs are 
good for the valley.  Rick Ritter runs the New Ventures Lab in Meridian.   It’s a center for new 
entrepreneurs to get their businesses up and running.   He says the people inside his lab are the 
economy’s secret weapon.  Ritter says “the whole idea is to create an employment base in downtown 
Meridian which will ultimately drive the success of coffee shops, restaurants, brew houses, and any 
other kind of retail.”  A success that starts with the future generation.  Kids at the Youth Entrepreneur 
Center program get to build their own business alongside mentors, and with a gleam in their eye, it is a 
goal they want to achieve.  What about those nearby startup hubs, like San Francisco, Portland or 
Seattle?  Where do the owner/creators of Real Time Adventure Data want to live?  They say they have 
considered many other places, but it always boils back down to Boise.  They are, however, ready to 
leave garage manufacturing behind.   
 
 
 Date of Broadcast:  03/22/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
It’s a unique mission.  The Republican governor of the state and the Democratic mayor of the state’s 
capitol city are together in Washington D.C. lobbying for the placement of the F-35 fighter jet at Gowen 
Field.  At stake is nothing less than the future of the Idaho National Guard.  Gowen Field is the perfect 
place to station a new wing of the new F-35 fighter say Governor Otter and Boise Mayor Dave Bieter.  
They believe their meeting on Capitol Hill with top Air Force officials and congressional leaders who will 
make the final decision shows their strong bi-partisan support for the F-35 mission in Idaho.  Mayor 
Bieter says he and Governor Otter do not agree on much, but they do agree strongly on this project and 
we believe that will help our chances as well.  Governor Otter says Mayor Bieter is here because he is 
going to show them the community of Boise wants the F-35 at Gowen Field.  Otter says he’s in 
Washington DC to let them know the entire state of Idaho wants the F-35.  The federal government is 
poised to retire the rugged A-10 attack aircraft which has been a fixture at Gowen Field since the 1990’s.  
Idaho’s congressional delegation, as well as state and local leaders fear that could be the end of a flying 
mission for the guard, the loss of hundreds of jobs and a big hit to the $155m Gowen Field pumps 
annually into the local economy.  Gowen Field is among the five finalists for the F-35.  Both Otter and 
Bieter say the Boise base is in a strong position to win.  Bieter points out Boise has some of the best 
airspace in the country; a great community supportive of the guard, high achieving guardsmen and 
women, and facilities that could move right into the F-35.  Otter points out that Idaho has a long history 
of providing the necessary training, necessary environment to train warriors whether they are fighting in 
an aircraft or on the ground.  With the training range just minutes away by air, the Idahoans are 
spreading the message in D.C. that Air Force and the country could not go wrong by basing the F-35 in 
Boise.  Governor Otter sums up by saying Idaho’s got the personnel, and the attitude and we got the 
environment that the Air Force needs.   The F-35 seems within Gowen’s grasp.  The final decision is 
expected within the next few months.   
 

 

 



Date of Broadcast:  03/22/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
New worries for Sears, one of the country’s oldest and largest retailer.  Today a company spokesperson 
saying they “substantially doubt they will be able to keep their doors open.  Sears has lost more than ten 
billion dollars since 2011.  They have announced that 3500 stores are closing in the next few months 
across the country.  Payless Shoes announced more than 1,000 store closures are upcoming this year, 
while Radio Shack has said it will close 552 of its stores, including the one in Caldwell.  These closures 
are hitting Idaho hard.  Macy’s in Nampa Gateway Center, Wet Seal in the Boise Mall, along with J.C. 
Penney in Burley will soon close up shop.  
 

 
 
ISSUE: EDUCATION 
 

KBOI-TV reports on primary, secondary and post-secondary education. There is emphasis on 

the issues that affect students, parents, educators and taxpayers. Also how the state laws 

impact classrooms and how Idaho students compare to their peers in other states. 

Date of Broadcast:  01/03/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
It’s back to school time, but with the current severe weather warning for the Treasure Valley, Boise 
schools may well be getting a snow day.  During weather events like those forecast for this week, school 
districts communicate with one another and the National Weather Service.  Officials get up early each 
morning to check road conditions and the forecast.  Be sure to check in with KBOI 2 This Morning at 
5AM for the latest forecast and any possible school closure announcements.  The West Ada School 
District also has some tips for children riding the school busses in winter weather.   Be sure the child is 
bundled up warmly because busses can sometimes be delayed.  Also, be sure to walk on the sidewalks, 
not in the roadways.  Each parent can decide if they want to send their child to school in severe winter 
weather.  If the school is not closed for a snow day and your child stays home, they will be marked 
absent.  Schools will be making the decision about whether or not to close before 5:30AM each day.   
  
 
Date of Broadcast:  01/06/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
 Today Governor Butch Otter will deliver this State of the State address.  KBOI senior political reporter 
Scott Logan met with the governor and other reporters this morning.  While governor Otter would not 
reveal the items to be covered in this evening’s address, he did make news, however, by announcing the 



creation of a taskforce on higher education.  Governor Otter says a similar taskforce helped guide the 
state in the right direction for K-12 public education.  Now he says it is time to turn attention to Idaho’s 
colleges and universities.  “Where are we anemic, where do we need to have more purpose, how can 
we do a better job?” asks Otter.  He expects the twenty-eight-member higher education taskforce to 
have a blueprint ready by the Fall.  Idaho heads into this legislative session with a comfortable $140 
million budget surplus, but the governor says he has no proposals on the table.  He expects lawmakers 
will put forth proposals of their own.  As for other big issues in this session, you could say “just round up 
the usual suspects…education, transportation, and healthcare”.  But Otter advises lawmakers to move 
cautiously on healthcare and see what develops with the new president.   
 

Date of Broadcast:  01/12/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
In partnership with Youth Sports of the Americas, KBOI examines how academics and athletics actually 
can support each other.  It is a routine that most young athletes know all too well.  School, after school 
practice, home, dinner and then homework.  Student athlete Nathaniel Koester says he eats dinner, and 
then does his homework and then heads to bed.  For most athletes, success in the classroom is as 
important as success in sports.  High School principal Stacy. Baker says both take similar skill sets like 
intellect, discipline, and most importantly…time management. Baker says “when they balance athletics 
and academics, they tend to perform better academically because their time is managed for them.  For 
high school senior Nathaniel Koester it really comes down to what is most important.  His goal is college 
and a successful life after.  He plans to major in English and then go to Korea and reintegrate himself 
into his culture teaching English there.  Playing sports may give him a college scholarship to pursue his 
degree.  Which is one more way athletics complement academics.   
 

Date of Broadcast 02/16/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
Kids behind bars.  It’s a group many easily write off.   But the staff at the Ada County Detention Center 
refuses to do that, and instead, as KBOI’s Lauren Clark reports, they’re giving them hope through 
passion.  At the Ada County Juvenile Detention Center there’s a different kind of sound filling up the 
halls.  The discipline of learning is a discipline that is doing something positive for your spirit.  I see a joy 
and fun in learning.  It is wonderful to see them get excited.  These are the comments of Bill Dorsey, the 
shift supervisor at the Ada County Juvenile Detention Center.  The kids behind the walls know Bill as 
something else.  Bill says a lot of the kids tell him he is the closest thing they have ever had to a father.   
Bill is a father-figure, mentor and music teacher.  Allowing them to play songs, create songs, or record a 
song they’ve always wanted to learn.  Every day, he teaches these kids his passion.  Bill says “it makes an 
impact on me more than it does on them.”  An impact starting with a story.  A kid who came to the Ada 
County facility years ago.  Here he learned some music from Bill, inspiring him.   Bill says this boy had an 
issue with drug and alcohol abuse.  According to Bill that kid wound up overdosing and passed away.  
But his death would not be in vain.   So what started as a few music jam sessions grew into something 
bigger. Bill points out it’s crazy how one person can affect so many things in life.  Bill has many thank you 



letters from his past students; letters which read “thank you for teaching us music and not treating us 
like criminals.  You made it a little easier to get up in the mornings.”  Some of the kids come back to see 
Bill years later and he says it makes him feel like he really did something worthwhile in their lives.  
Because behind the rough exterior and criminal activity Bill points out they are still just kids.  Bill’s 
passion and success inspired the center to start a whole new program; classes based on healthy hobbies. 
Marty Elhart, the Youth Development Specialist at Ada County tells the kids “I’m here for you while 
you’re here.  Let me know what I can do to help you out.”  Elhart teaches gym and gardening classes.  He 
sees the kids working and striving to achieve something they want. 
 
 
Date of Broadcast:  03/02/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
Seatbelts save lives. They’ve been required in passenger cars since the 1960’s so reporter Bryan Levin 
asks “why are they not on school buses?”  KBOI reporter Sierra Oshrin asks what’s being done to keep 
children safe while on a school bus.  Twice a day, bus drivers turn on their engines and head out to pick 
up your little ones.  Above all else, these drives are trusted with getting your child safely to school.  
Regina Fronteras has been working in the transportation industry for many years.  She says in the last 
seventeen years she has seen a difference in the way the buses are make and their design.  For instance, 
busses not have a feature called compartmentalized seating.  That means high seat backs with lots of 
padding and seats close together.  The safety features don’t stop there.   Fronteras points to the top of 
the bus.  She notes there are “squirrel cages” built into the roof, designed to support three times the 
total weight of the vehicle.  This prevents the roof from collapsing onto the seated students in case of a 
major accident which might overturn the bus.  One thing the bus does not come equipped with is 
seatbelts.  Fronteras says in all honesty she is against it.  So are some Idaho lawmakers.  Idaho state 
senator Bob Nonini says we “need to do everything we can to make sure the children are safe and 
within reason.”  Nonini points out first responders say it might be more dangerous to have seatbelts 
holding the children trapped inside the bus in the event of a fire.  Fronteras agrees that seatbelts could 
work against them in time-sensitive situations.  On the other hand, she admits there are times when the 
seatbelts could be beneficial.  The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) believes that 
seatbelts save lives.  According to the NHTSA, 54 students around the national have dies while riding a 
school bus in the last ten years.  In a statement to KBOI, NHTSA says “the agency is working with officials 
from jurisdictions that are using seatbelts on school buses to learn ways to deal with costs and other 
factors.”  Nonini says to “add more regulation when it might not make more children safe in the big 
picture is what we need to be concerned about.”  For Idaho law makes and transportation officials, the 
pros don’t outweigh the cons.  Fronteras points out if the students are sitting in the seats the way the 
need to be, they will have protection, built-in by the bus design.  Instead of adding regulations to the 
transportation industry, Senator Nonini encourages training for bus drivers, and severely penalizing 
other drivers who don’t pay attention to bus signs. 
 
 
 

 

 



Date of Broadcast:  03/13/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
Treasure Valley voters are being asked to approve almost $400m in school bonds and levies.  That’s with 
the lion’s share going to Ada County.  KBOI’s Scott Logan breaks it all down for us.  Reporting from 
Whittier Elementary, Scott notes the school has twelve portable buildings surrounding the main school 
building.  Scott says it is a classic example and illustration of the overcrowding which can be found 
throughout the district.  Principal Fernanda Brendefur gives Scott a tour of the school which was 
originally built in 1959 for three-hundred students.  Now the school is bursting at the seams with five-
hundred-thirty-one students.  A class can have as many as thirty-two students.  More importantly, the 
school does not have enough bathrooms.  Students eat lunch in shifts in the cramped cafeteria.  Under 
the school district’s $172m bond proposal, Whittier is one of six existing schools that would be 
completely rebuilt, but all forty-eight schools in the district would receive some facility improvement.  
About a week before the election, a group calling itself Boise Citizens for Responsible Education 
launched a last minute Facebook initiative urging people to vote NO on the bond.   The group’s leader 
and only spokesperson was out of town, but she tells us via Skype that the school district made up a 
wish list with every project they could find.  Not so says district spokesman Dan Hollar.  He says the 
district has had a nationally recognized school facility auditing firm walk every single school in the 
district.  They’ve identified critical needs.  Elsewhere in the county, the Kuna School District’s proposed 
$40m bond would add, among other things, classrooms and build a new high school, while keeping the 
current tax rate the same.   West Ada voters are being asked to authorize the school district’s levy to 
generate $16m in revenue each year over ten years for school maintenance and operation.  The Boise 
School District says its bond will not raise the current tax rate for two basic reasons.  One, the 1996 tax 
bond is now off the tax books, and two the previous supplemental levy is paid up.  So with those two 
items complete, the district now says it has the room to go ahead with this bond.  But Scott reminds 
viewers that a bond requires a two-thirds majority vote to pass.     
 
 
 

ISSUE:  HEALTH 
 
KBOI covers viruses and bacteria threatening the community. Public health issues including air 
quality, water quality and food recalls. New developments in the health care industry including 
hospital expansions, new medical treatments and medications.  
 

Date of Broadcast:  01/02/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) and 
10pm 
 
A Multiple Sclerosis diagnosis is rough for any one.  Tara Morgan shows us how a wife and a mother of 
five is not letting this disease take over her life.  Michelle Bower says she was just living life the way 
everyone does, enjoying every second.  Reporter Morgan says sometimes life takes you in a direction 
you never dreamed.  Bower reports she had lost vision in her right eye and Morgan reports “life threw 



her a curve ball”.   She went to see a neurologist after being diagnosed with optic neuritis.  Bower said 
she had no clue it was to have an MRI and be evaluated for MS.  She discovered she had Multiple 
Sclerosis at age 40.  Most people are diagnosed in their twenties or thirties, with optic neuritis and 
numbness in the legs being common symptoms.  Dr. Aaron Boster says MS is an auto immune condition, 
in which the immune system attacks the brain and spinal cord.  Neuro-immunologist DR. Aaron Boster 
says if MS is not treated early and aggressively, your quality of life takes a big hit.  The natural path of 
MS is neurological disability that accrues over years.  Bower’s holistic approach to treatment at home 
wasn’t working. Boster says if he sees certain patterns in the MRI, the MS diagnosis can be made before 
a patient suffers a second attack.  The quicker the diagnosis, the sooner you can begin medication.  
Coming to terms with this diagnosis requires everyone in the family to understand and support the 
patient.  By stepping into the spotlight, Michelle hopes others will find strength to fight just as hard as 
she has against MS.       
  
 

Date of Broadcast: 01/12/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
Public libraries are on the frontlines in the battle against homelessness.  It is a growing trend 
across the country and right here in Boise.  KBOI reporter Kelsey McFarland shows why the 
library has become a hug for those without a home.  McFarland says the library is not just a 
place for the homeless to get out of the below freezing temperatures, or pick up a book.  The 
library is also helping them get social services and free legal care.  Public. Safe. Free.  Libraries 
across the nation are a top spot for the homeless.  Boise Public librarian Kevin Booe says we 
have folks who come in here to get warm, who come in to use the facilities, the WI-FI, and then 
in the summertime we have folks who come in to stay cool.  This is such a trend, that libraries 
across the country are hiring social workers and medical staff.  The Boise Public Library on 
Capitol Street sees anywhere from 30 to 40 homeless people a day.  BPL Director Booe says he 
is intrigued with the idea of having another agency embed a social worker at the library.   BPL 
librarians are not social workers but they are trained to recognize when someone needs help.  
Booe says whether they are homeless, or indigent refugees, the Boise Public Library provides 
everybody with a certain amount of training on how to deal with different individuals.   And 
when help is needed, they connect people with the right agency.  They bring in the Veterans 
Administration to counsel some individuals, give them referrals for medical services or even for 
housing.  There is even free legal advice from volunteers from Concordia and University of 
Idaho Law Schools.  Another service popular with the homeless are the library computers.  
Some individuals have been able to look for jobs at the library and been successful in securing a 
position.  While there are currently no social workers at the Boise Public Library, the director 
says it is his plan for future discussion with library trustees.    
 

 

 



Date of Broadcast:  01/12/2017 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
More people are calling Idaho’s Suicide Prevention Hotline than ever before.  It is at an all-time 
high.  KBOI reporter Devan Kaney explains what affect winter may be having on callers.  John 
Ruesser, director of the Idaho Suicide Prevention Hotline says if “we imagine suicide as a river, 
and going over the falls is an attempt, we want to catch people when they are really upstream.”  
Even though depression is common this time of year, when record snowfall hit the Treasure 
Valley, calls into the prevention hotline spiked.   Ruesser says callers say things like “the city has 
not plowed my cul-de-sac; I can’t drive anywhere; I’ve missed four days of work; I’m ordering 
pizza because I am out of food and I’m having thoughts of hurting myself.”  Hotline call volume 
spiked on election day and remained high throughout December.  And now with the onslaught 
of winter weather, they are on track to have their busiest month ever with an average of 
eighteen calls per day.  If they call and their risk is a 7 to 8, we like to bring that down to a 2-3 
and then create a safety plan for them.  A safety plan varies for each caller, but typically 
includes calling friends or family or getting outside, even if it just fora little while.  The director 
of the organization says he sees the rise in callers as a good thing.  Ruesser says more people 
may be in distress, but I also think more people know about us as a resource and they are 
willing to call and to get help.  The prevention hotline has one to three volunteers answering 
phones at any given time.  Calls can last from anywhere from five minutes to an hour.  Director 
Ruesser says they do not “talk people out of suicide.  They listen them out of it.”  The hotline is 
looking for more volunteers.  To learn more about how to get involved, go to the KBOI website 
and click on the “Prevention Hotline” story.   
 
 
Date of Broadcast: 01/26/2017 
 

Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
All the snow and ice on the ground has Treasure Valley’s emergency rooms slammed.  While 
sometimes a fall can result in just a sprained wrist, Lauren Clark reports that much more serious 
injuries are also happening.   Treasure Valley healthcare professionals warn that slips can be 
dangerous, anything from concussions, broken bones, and even spinal cord injuries.  They 
suggest doing one thing while walking on slippery streets and sidewalks.  It’s called the duck 
walk.   Extend your torso forward beyond your feet, and take small steps, or waddle side-to-
side, going very slowly forward.  This will help prevent tripping and falling.  Physician’s Assistant 
Christie Lynn says her hospital and others have been very backed up due to slip and fall injuries.   
With so much snow this winter, Treasure Valley emergency centers are struggling to keep up 
with patients needing care.   Lauren cautions you need to watch where you are stepping and 
keep stretching to keep your muscles warm.  Also ladies should avoid wearing high heels until 
conditions improve.  Instead, she suggests wearing rubber boots with traction soles. 



Date of Broadcast: 02/15/2017 
 
Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
Virtual reality is helping some children with autism.   Kids who are higher functioning can have 
above average intelligence but can also struggle socially.  Don Champion explains how 
technology is helping them overcome their difficulties.   Maddox Mink is using this virtual 
school year to learn skills for the real world.  The twelve-year old has high functioning autism.  
Children like Maddox are very intelligent but have trouble when it comes to social interaction.   
Maddox’s father says his son “just loves to join; wants to get involved; wants to be a part of the 
game; part of what’s going on, but he was unsure all the time exactly how to work in there.”  A 
recent study at the Center for Bain Health in Dallas shows using virtual reality helps autistic 
children better understand emotion and intentions of others.  We know we can simulate these 
different relationships that the students are dealing with in real life that evokes those same 
emotions.  In one simulation, Maddox interacts with a classmate who wants to bully younger 
kids.  Maddox reacts by saying it “sounds mean”.   During the simulations, researchers can give 
students instant feedback about how to respond in situations, it is very important that they 
understand and learn skills how to stick up for oneself, how to recognize if somebody is being a 
good friend or a not-so-good friend.  Maddox’s father says the technology creates a safe space 
to learn.  He says his son is better able to figure out where people were, how to meet people a 
little better and understand how to step into the situation.  He hopes this virtual reality 
experience will help his son make good choices in life.   
 
 
Date of Broadcast: 03/01/2017 
 
Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
According to reporter Bryan Levin, Americans have embraced a whole range of juicing fads, 
from green drinks, to wheat grass to fresh-pressed fruit.  But as Kenneth Craig explains, the 
latest wave of drinks is adding a whole new vocabulary of ingredients.  Craig reports when Hope 
Flamm shops for juice, she now grabs what is called a wellness tonic.   Flamm says she feels it 
gives her extra vitamins and minerals in a juice she would just be drinking anyway because she 
is thirsty.  These tonics with ancient exotic ingredients have made Whole Foods list of Top 2017 
trends.  Elly Truesdell, spokesperson for Whole Foods Market, says these drinks really are very 
tasty and smooth.  They are not as intense as they sound.  The ingredients include Tumeric to 
address inflammation, whole leaf Basil to relieve stress, and apple cider vinegar to balance 
stomach acid.  Truesdell says she sees wellness tonics as the answer to the stress of modern-
day life.  Dr. Rafael Kellman says the new generation of drinks feeds the microbiome. That’s the 
trillions of bacteria that live in our gut and help fight off disease.  Kellman says if you improve 
your microbiome you improve your overall health.  Wellness drinks are overtaking past trends, 
including green juices and fresh fruit smoothies.  Whole Foods has seen the category explode to 



over sixty different brands offering more than five hundred different items.  Truesdell says 
there are many different combinations of beneficial herbs and plants that overall help revitalize 
the body.  Dr. Kellman says everyone needs these drinks.  He calls it the new frontier in 
healthcare and predicts this trend is just beginning. 
 
 
Date of Broadcast: 03/30/2017 
 
Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
Canals throughout the Treasure Valley will be full and fast flowing in the next few days.  Doctors 
say this could be a serious danger to children.  KBOI reporter Lauren Clark reminds us of the 
steps to take to keep your kids safe.   Lauren points out canals can be very steep, filled with lots 
of deep, fast flowing, very cold water.  It can be extremely difficult for an adult to get out of the 
canal should they fall in, and almost impossible for a child to climb out to safety.  This is such a 
concern, that children’s doctors at St. Luke’s say these canals now pose a real danger to young 
children.  Drownings are the number one cause of injury-related deaths for children one to 
four-years old; and the number two leading cause for children five to nine.   Canals are near 
schools and backyards, and many are unfenced.  Doctors at St. Luke’s say this is a very serious 
risk factor.  They suggest setting strong boundaries with kids and letting them know it is not 
safe to go swimming here, to throw sticks or rocks or even get too close.  Doctors say even with 
children who know how to swim, they may not have the ability to swim against the moving 
current.   Doctors suggest even older siblings and parents should keep away as well, setting a 
good example of caution.  Even if the canal is fenced, parents should keep an eye on any child 
in the vicinity of a canal.  
 
 
Date of Broadcast: 03/30/2017 
 
Time of Broadcast: 5am, 6am, 7am (CW), 11am, 12pm (CW), 4pm, 4:30pm, 5:30pm, 9pm (CW) 
and 10pm 
 
Health Link Segment.  We all know calcium is necessary for strong bones, but just how much is 
really needed.  According to the Mayo Clinic, the recommended amount is 1,000 mg per day for 
men and women ages 19 to 50 years old.  Besides dairy products, calcium can be found in dark 
green leafy vegetables like broccoli.  Another good source is salmon.  To absorb calcium your 
body also needs vitamin D and the best way to get that is from sun exposure. 
 
 

 
  

 



1st Quarter, 2017 

PSAs/Promos 

 

Locally Produced PSAs 

JDRF Corvettte Giveaway :30 

Make-A-Wish Idaho, Wishes in Flight :30 

Idaho PSAs  

           Idaho Medal of Achievement :30 

National PSAs 

The Earth Organization :30 

Anchor It :30 

Amgen Breakaway From Cancer :30 

College Grateful FBL :30 

Child Fund International :30 

Deli Compliment FBL :30 

Emergency Preparedness :30 

Flu Plus You :30 

Friends of Animals UT :30 

Habitat for Humanity :30 

Hunger Is Dot Org :30 

I Believe A FBL :30 

I Believe B FBL :30 

IFPC Thin the Threat :30 

St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital – Family :30 

Leukemia Lymphoma Society – Sadie :30 

My Wish FBL :30 

NAMM Foundation – Street Studio :30 



Never 2 late FBL :30 

PROT Your Everyday :30 

Paralyzed Veterans of America B – Affelck :30 

Ready Raise Rise Cancer Research :30 

Spread the Love FBL :30 

Trust for Public Land :30 

Underage Drinking :30 

US Department of Veterans Affairs – Make the Connection :30 

USA Swimming Foundation :30 

YMCA Hands :30 

 

Children’s PSAs 

KPSA Already There :30 

KPSA Confidence FBL :30 

KPSA Special Athlete FBL :30 

KPSA Bully Project :30 

KPSA Say Hi FBL :30 

KPSA Confidence FBL :30 

KPSA Fatherhood  Gov TP :30 

Fatherhood dot Gov  TP :30 

KPSA Wonder World FBL :30  

KPSA imagine FBL :30 

 

 

 



Sinclair Broadcast Group programs: 

 

Quarterly Content Report: Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 

 

Full Measure is a broadcast focusing on investigative, original and accountability 

reporting unique in today’s media. The host is Sharyl Attkisson. The show format will 

include a major investigative piece each week on topics ranging from immigration 

issues at home and abroad, government waste, national security concerns and 

vulnerabilities, whistleblower reports on government abuse and misdeeds. Full Measure 

is produced by and will air nationally on stations of the Sinclair Broadcast Group. The 

program also streams live on all Sinclair websites including KBOI on Sundays at 7:30 

a.m. MT. 

 

 

Jan1   

Maine Welfare 

The governor on his plan to 

revise welfare in Maine. 

Firefighters out west 

on a bad season and 

lack of funding 

FBI hackers, how the 

agency may be missing a 

chance to hire the best 

hackers. 

 

Jan8 Obamacare. A look at the 

collapse and change 

Thuman Russia 

Scott on how 

Russians perceive 

the US after election 

China the problem pending 

the new admin 

 

Jan15 Terror Threat  

We ask key Obama 

intelligence figures what 

threats lie ahead for a new 

Trump administration 

Exit Strategy/ 

Why the outgoing 

admin is making it 

tough for the new 

one 

Coal/Fletcher/ 

Trump made promises, can 

he deliver jobs 

 



Jan22 Sanctuaries/ 

How the admin will handle the 

sanctuary cities 

Kaliningrad a look at 

where Putin puts his 

might 

Pulse/ opinions from a 

Texas barbecue joint 

 

 

Jan29 Legal 

Fees: case where the 

government managed to 

turn four dollars’ worth 

of  unauthorized phone 

calls into a ten million 

dollar bill for taxpayers 

Populism/Thuman/ 

the growth in Europe 

Trumpcare/ Sen. 

Grassley on what it 

might be 

 

Feb5  Bankers Gone Bad  Big 

banks have paid tens of 

billions of dollars to 

settle state and federal 

fraud investigations,  yet 

not one top bank 

executive was 

prosecuted.  

Sanctuary 

Showdown/ new 

administration 

threatens cities 

 

Viagra how the popular 

drug, may make you 

blind 

Obama Pizza An  

odd joint in  

Kaliningrad that may  

need a new name  

after the election 

Feb12 SexEd how the price of 

tuition at some schools 

leads some students to 

prostitution 

Syrian Amb an 

interview with the 

former US 

ambassador 

Debt On the eve of 

President-elect Trump’s 

inauguration, we take a 

look at how concerning 

the Debt really is. 

 

Feb19 VA Whistleblower 

allegations in a lawsuit 

against a V-A 

contractor getting 

taxpayer millions, but 

accused of cheating 

our vets. 

 

Vaccine Study 

 

President Trump 

breathed new life into 

an old controversy 

when he recently 

suggested he might 

form an independent 

Saudi view 

A Saudi billionaire talks 

about his country and 

new outreach to new 

administration 

 



scientific commission 

to investigate vaccine 

safety 

Feb26 Sum of Knowledge from 

fake news to 

manipulation on the web 

a look at who and how 

you’re being influenced 

 Police Backing  

Will the police find a 

more supportive 

president in Trump 

Pulse some opinions  

from people in Times  

Square 

March5 Talc can the bathroom 

standby be dangerous?  

Terror interview with 

Sen Ron Johnson  

St. Louis Football the 

city that lost 2 major 

league teams, talks 

about cost of fan-dom  

 

March12   Sanc Cities Miami 

changes stance in light 

of threats to lose federal 

funding 

Dark Web an FBI 

expert talks about 

how the dark web 

works 

 Scott Thuman escapes  

politics to climb  

Kilimanjaro 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CBS Programming: 

FACE THE NATION 

 

01/01/17 Guests: J.D. Vance, author, “Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family and Culture in Crisis” 

(1); Diane Guerrero, author, “In The Country We Love: My Family Divided” (1); Amani Al-

Khatahtbeh, author, “Muslim Girl: A Coming of Age” (1); Isabel Wilkerson, author, “The 

Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration” (1); Jeffrey 

Goldberg, The Atlantic (2); Michele Norris, The Race Card Project (2); David Frum, The 

Atlantic (2); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (2) 

 1) Book panel topics include: Mr. Vance’s definition of a hillbilly / Ms. Guerrero on living 

with the fear of deportation / impact of the September 11 terrorist attacks on Ms. Al-

Khatahtbeh’s family / Ms. Wilkerson on the origins of the great migration and its impact 

on America / the idea that “your history is always attached to you” / difficulties faced by 

those attempting to leave the Jim Crow South / the American Dream / need for people 

to recognize “what makes us the same” / skepticism among some groups that America 

is not improving / social isolation / stories of assimilation / how people in America live 

with unresolved history and resentment / public reactions to the panelists’ writings 

 2) Topics include: predictions regarding the great stories of 2017; anticipation of a 

Trump presidency / concern about the possibility of an ineffective government / racial 

aspects of the Trump campaign / Misters Frum and Goldberg’s reaction to President 

Obama’s belief that “the office constrains the man” / President-elect Trump’s views on 

NATO / possible restrictions the Republican Party could put on Mr. Trump / how 

President-elect Trump plans to handle people from the left / Democratic Party response 

to Mr. Trump / need to protect and defend basic American institutions 

 

01/08/17 Guests: Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate Majority Leader (1); Reince Priebus, 

incoming White House Chief of Staff (2); Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ) (3); James Woolsey, 

former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA); former Senior Advisor, Trump 

transition team (4); Michael Morell, former Acting Director, Central Intelligence Agency 

(CIA), former Adviser, Clinton Campaign (4); Susan Page, USA Today (5); Ed O’Keefe, The 

Washington Post (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5); Tammy Bruce, The Washington Times, FOX 

News Contributor (5) 

 1) Topics include: Senator McConnell’s condemnation of Russia’s efforts to meddle in 

the U.S. election / his acceptance of the findings of the intelligence community, which 

has unanimously agreed that Russia was trying to affect the election; call to repeal and 

replace the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); reaction to President-elect Trump’s 



cabinet nominees / call for Democrats to “want to treat President-elect Trump just like 

we treated President-elect Obama” in terms of confirmation hearings / working with 

Democratic Senator Chuck Schumer  

 2) Topics include: what President-elect Trump believes about Russia’s efforts to meddle 

in the U.S. election / Mr. Priebus’ criticism of the DNC for allowing themselves to be 

hacked / belief that President Obama’s recent sanctions against Russia for the hacking 

are “clearly politically motivated to discredit the victory of President-elect Trump” / Mr. 

Trump’s remarks disparaging the intelligence community; time frame for repealing and 

replacing Obamacare (Affordable Care Act) / opinion that Mr. Trump does not want to 

“meddle” with Medicare or Social Security 

 3) Topics include: reaction to Senator McConnell’s refusal to slow the pace of the 

confirmations / Senator McConnell’s lack of support for the Ethics in Government Act / 

Secretary of State nominee Rex Tillerson and his relationship with Russia / Republican 

desire to repeal the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) without a replacement; Senator 

Booker’s responsibility to find a way to improve the lives of ordinary Americans 

 4) Topics include: Mr. Trump’s change of mind and acceptance regarding Russia’s 

attempt to meddle in the U.S. election / his questioning of the intelligence community’s 

capability and integrity / morale at the CIA / Mr. Trump’s campaign mode “shtick” 

 5) Topics include: Russia’s efforts to meddle in the U.S. election / judgment of the 

intelligence agencies that Russia is sitting on intel about the RNC; Republican efforts to 

repeal the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / Senator McConnell’s statement that there 

will be a gap between repealing and replacing the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / 

difficulty in getting the House and the Senate to agree on a health plan; attempt from 

Democrats to delay Senate confirmation hearings 

 

01/15/17 Guests: Governor Mike Pence (R-IN), Vice President-elect (1); Senator Joe Manchin (D-

WV), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); Newt Gingrich, former Speaker of the House of 

Representatives, Trump Transition Vice Chair (3); David Ignatius, The Washington Post 

(4); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Ruth 

Marcus, The Washington Post (5); John Heilemann, Bloomberg Politics (5) 

 1) Topics include: reaction to the announcement from the Republican chairman of the 

Senate Intelligence Committee that they will investigate Russian meddling in the 

election; Governor Pence’s opinion that many in the media “demean and question the 

legitimacy of” the incoming Trump administration; President–elect Trump’s thoughts on 

Vladimir Putin and Russia / differing opinion of incoming cabinet members versus that 

of Mr. Trump towards Russia / assertion that Mr. Trump will be the decision maker 

regarding policy; Governor Pence’s claim that America will instantly be more respected 



once Mr. Trump assumes the presidency; incoming National Security Advisor Mike 

Flynn’s telephone call with the Russian ambassador on the day the U.S. Government 

announced sanctions against Russia for election hacking / Mr. Flynn’s assurance to 

Governor Pence that he did not discuss the sanctions with the Russian ambassador; 

Congressman John Lewis’ recent statement, expressing that he does not consider Mr. 

Trump to be a legitimate president / Mr. Trump’s critical twitter response to 

Representative Lewis; report in Esquire magazine that the Trump administration is 

moving the press out of the White House 

 2) Topics include: Senate Intelligence Committee’s change in decision to now investigate 

any connection between the Russians and the Trump campaign; Senator Manchin’s 

message to Democrats who are nervous about the incoming Trump administration; 

Representative John Lewis’ decision not to attend Mr. Trump’s inauguration / call for an 

end to the rhetoric between the two parties 

 3) Topics include: making sense of the differing views on Russia between President-elect 

Trump and his cabinet members; Mr. Gingrich’s belief that Donald Trump is going to be 

“the first entrepreneurial president we’ve seen in modern times” / need for the 

intelligence community and the American public to learn how “to cope with a president 

who is very complicated” / Mr. Trump’s relationship with the intelligence community; 

Mr. Gingrich’s assertion that the most difficult thing for a president is to stay focused  

 4) Topics include: the Senate Intelligence Committee’s decision to investigate any 

connection between the Russians and the Trump campaign, as well as the cyberattacks 

during the 2016 campaign; incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn’s telephone 

call with the Russian ambassador on the day the U.S. Government announced sanctions 

against Russia for election hacking; different viewpoints between incoming cabinet 

members and Mr. Trump on several issues, such as Russia and the issue of 

waterboarding 

 5) Topics include: “lay of the landscape” as Mr. Trump gets ready to assume the role of 

the presidency / his low poll numbers as he gets ready to become president / 

importance of the inaugural address / challenges facing Mr. Trump; investigation into 

Russia hacking the election and FBI Director James Comey’s behavior, and how that 

impacts the already fragile state of democracy in this country; Representative John 

Lewis’ decision not to attend Mr. Trump’s inauguration; different viewpoints between 

incoming cabinet members and Mr. Trump on several issues; repealing the Affordable 

Care Act (Obamacare) 

 

01/22/17 Guests: Kellyanne Conway, Counselor to the President, Donald Trump Administration 

(1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (2); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (3); Susan Page, 



USA Today (4); Frank Luntz, Republican Strategist, CBS News Contributor (4); Jeffrey 

Goldberg, The Atlantic (4); Lanhee Chen, Hoover Institution, Stanford University (4) 

 1) Topics include: yesterday’s Women’s March on Washington and the sister marches 

across the country and around the globe / what President Trump ‘hears” from the 

people who don’t support him; the inaugural address; executive action on the 

Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / President Trump’s plans for health care; White 

House Press Secretary Sean Spicer’s press conference about the crowd size at the 

inauguration / claims of poor treatment by the press; Senate confirmations / call for 

bipartisanship on Capitol Hill 

 2) Topics include: reaction to President Trump’s inaugural address, where he criticized 

the political establishment; Senator Graham’s promise to vote for Rex Tillerson as 

Secretary of State; opinion that the Senate will impose additional sanctions against 

Russia for hacking / potential conflicts between Congress and President Trump 

 3) Topics include: President Trump’s reaction to the protesters at yesterday’s marches; 

Senator Sanders’ reaction to the inaugural address / advice for Mr. Trump on the 

actions he needs to take to show that he is serious about standing up for working 

families / Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) and the executive action to end it; issues 

Senator Sanders’ feels that he can work with the president on: infrastructure, 

prescription drug costs, trade policies 

 4) Topics include: Mr. Luntz’ lament over the overall loss of decency; yesterday’s 

Women’s March on Washington; populist rising across Europe; the inaugural address; 

potential conflicts between Congress and President Trump; executive action on the 

Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / poll results indicating that the American public wants 

a replacement regarding health care; President Trump’s visit to the CIA yesterday; White 

House Press Secretary Sean Spicer’s press conference about the crowd size at the 

inauguration; Russian sanctions; Rex Tillerson as Secretary of State 

 

01/29/17 Guests: Reince Priebus, White House Chief of Staff (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), 

Chairman, Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Representative Keith Ellison (D-MN), 

candidate for Chair of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) (3); Peter Baker, The 

New York Times (4); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (4); Molly 

Ball, The Atlantic (4); Hugh Hewitt, host, “The Hugh Hewitt Show”, author, “The Fourth 

Way: The Conservative Playbook for a Lasting GOP Majority” (4) 

 1) Topics include: President Trump’s executive order restricting refugees from seven 

predominantly Muslim countries from entering the U.S. / question of a Muslim ban and 

prioritizing Christian refugees / need to protect America first / claims of outreach 

between the White House, the State Department, and the Department of Homeland 



Security; President Trump’s recent telephone call with Vladimir Putin; border wall with 

Mexico 

 2) Topics include: Senator McCain’s opinion on the travel ban / international 

ramifications of the executive order restricting refugees / concern over the impact on 

the Iraqi’s and our interests in Iraq; need to understand and not be fooled by Vladimir 

Putin; current administration’s views on torture; appointment of Steve Bannon to the 

National Security Council -- a radical departure from the norm 

 3) Topics include: Representative Ellison’s belief that this religious based ban is a Muslim 

ban / plight of Syrian refugees; his campaign to head the DNC 

 4) Topics include: President Trump’s executive order restricting refugees / reaction to 

the travel ban; importance of image to President Trump; possible additional sanctions 

against Russia for hacking the 2016 campaign; international reaction to the travel ban; 

border wall with Mexico; King Abdullah of Jordan’s visit to Washington this week; 

President Trump’s press conference with British Prime Minister Theresa May; 

Republican reaction to President Trump / emerging relationship between Mr. Trump 

and Congressional Republicans; infrastructure spending; President Trump’s tall order 

regarding the repeal and replacement of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); 

appointment of Steve Bannon to the National Security Council; President Trump’s belief, 

despite evidence to the contrary, that there was widespread voter fraud in the 

presidential election / rise in populous white nationalist rhetoric being injected into the 

mainstream 

 

60 MINUTES 

01/01/17 “Crisis in Chicago” - a report on the surge in the number of violent crimes and murders 

in Chicago, and the concurrent drop in the number of investigative stops and arrests by 

the police.  Includes interviews with: Father Michael Pfleger, pastor, Saint Sabina 

Church, Chicago; Brian Warner, former Chicago cop; Garry McCarthy, former 

Superintendent, Chicago Police Department; Richard Wooten, former Chicago cop; Flora 

White, mother of murder victim Jonathan; Eddie Johnson, Superintendent, Chicago 

Police Department. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Guy Campanile, Andrew Bast, Michael 

Radutzky) 

 “Passports For Sale” - a report on how small cash-starved countries, such as the island 

nations of Malta, St. Kitts, Antigua and Dominica, are offering citizenship and passports 

for a price, creating ways to ease travel for international citizens -- including outlaws.  

Includes interviews with: Lennox Linton, member of Parliament, Dominica; Chris Kalin, 

chairman, Henley and Partners; Sirous Motevassel, international lawyer; Peter Vincent, 

former legal adviser for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement; Gaston Browne, 



prime minister of Antigua and Barbuda. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Evie 

Salomon) 

 “The Rum War” - a report on the controversy between two companies over who owns 

the rights to sell Havana Club Rum, the Cuban liquor, under that famous  brand name.  

Includes interviews with: Alejandro Bolivar, head bartender, El Floridita, Havana, Cuba; 

Jerome Cottin-Bizonne, employee, Pernod Ricard; Asbel Morales, rum-maker for Pernod 

Ricard (through translator); Rick Wilson, executive, Backward; Ampere Arechabala, 

whose family owned the original Havana Club Rum recipe and sold it to Backward after 

their 1959 forced exile from Cuba; Ernesto Iznaga, manager, Sloppy Joe’s bar, Havana. 

(C: Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Rome Hartman) 

 In the Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “The Pope’s Choir” (OAD 

12/18/16) 

 

01/08/17 “The Hostage Policy” - a report on the U.S. Government’s controversial policy of not 

paying ransoms for hostages.  Includes interviews with Art and Shirley Sotloff, parents of 

Steven Sotloff, beheaded by ISIS in 2014; and with Lisa Monaco, President Obama’s 

assistant for counter terrorism. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard Bonin, Ayesha Siddiqi) 

 “The Coming Swarm” - a report on the Pentagon’s development of autonomous drones, 

which are given a mission by humans but which then figure out on their own how to 

carry it out.  Includes an interview with Dr. Will Roper of the Pentagon, and comments 

by Marine Captain Jim Pineiro; Tim Faltemier, biometrics researcher; Lt. Cmdr. Rollie 

Wicks; U.S. Navy; General Paul Selva, Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Scott 

Littlefield, program manager for the U.S. Navy’s Sea Hunter (autonomous ship) program. 

(C: David Martin - P: Mary Walsh) 

 “The Hunt For Planet Nine” - a report on the evidence of a ninth planet at the farthest 

edges of our solar system -- a planet somewhere between ten and twenty times more 

massive than the Earth. Also discussed is the loss of Pluto’s status as a planet.  Includes 

interviews with Mike Brown, astronomer at Cal Tech; Konstantin Batygin, planetary 

science professor at Cal Tech; Scott Sheppard, astronomer, Carnegie Institution; and 

comments by Lilah Brown, Mike Brown’s daughter. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Robert G. 

Anderson, Aaron Weisz, William Harwood) 

 In the Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Crisis In Chicago” (OAD 

01/01/17) 

 

01/15/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “President Obama: Eight Years in the White House” - 

President Obama’s last presidential interview on network television, conducted by Steve 



Kroft in the White House on Monday, January 9.  In addition to this original interview, 

the program follows the 44th President’s journey through his own words in the 60 

MINUTES interviews he has done with Steve Kroft.  Among the topics included in the 

three-segment interview are: 

Part 1: A review of Obama’s launch of his first presidential candidacy in 2007 / what 

personal traits the presidency requires of an individual / Obama’s surprise at the 

severity of partisanship in the Congress. (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine, Maria 

Gavrilovic, Michael Karzis) 

Part 2: Donald Trump: an unconventional but successful candidate / things which 

Obama, in hindsight, would have managed differently - for example, the launch of the 

health care website / questions raised about his credibility in some Middle East foreign 

policy statements (C: Steve Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Vanessa Fica) 

Part 3: Family life in the White House / his general plans after leaving office / what his 

administration will be remembered for / his sense of time passing / his concern that 

American democracy stays healthy / the ongoing intense partisan divide (C: Steve Kroft - 

P: L. Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic, Michael Karzis) 

 

01/22/17 PREEMPTED 

 

01/29/17 “Finding Refuge” - a report on the Syrian refugee crisis. Syrian families are fleeing 

terrorism to make it to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in 

Amman, Jordan, where they undergo a vetting process before they are moved to the 

United States.  The U.S. security check lasts an average of 18 to 24 months where each 

refugee is interviewed in detail, their irises scanned, and a background check is 

performed.  President Barack Obama and Presidential nominee Hillary Clinton favor the 

current refugee program, whereas Presidential nominee Donald Trump and a majority 

of U.S. governors have called for a halt to it.  Includes interviews with: Gina Kassem, 

regional refugee coordinator at UNHCR - Jordan; Syrian refugees moving to America 

only identified by their first name: Sulaf and her daughter Joody (partially in English and 

through a translator); Mohammad and his wife Ebtesam (through translator); and Ekbal 

(through translator); Senior Pastor Bryant Wright, Johnson Ferry Baptist Church; and Jeh 

Johnson, Secretary of Homeland Security.  Also includes comments by unidentified 

people at UNHCR - Jordan. This rebroadcast includes updated introductory and closing 

remarks by Correspondent Bill Whitaker. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Katy Textor) (OAD: 

10/16/16) 



 “Avalanche” - a report on the January 18th avalanche in central Italy that demolished 

the Rigopiano Hotel, a small ski resort. Twenty-nine people died but, miraculously, 

eleven people survived. Includes interviews (all through a translator) with: Giampiero 

Parete, a chef from a nearby town who was there with his family, all of whom were 

rescued; Paolo Di Quinzio, leader of an Alpine Emergency Team of rescuers; Giorgia 

Galassi and Vincenzo Forti, survivors. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Michael Karzis, Sabina 

Castelfranco, Vanessa Fica) 

 “Enhancing the Bike” - a report about lithium battery-powered mini-motors being fixed 

inside bicycle frames, a form of cheating that many believe has been used in the Tour de 

France. Includes interviews with: Stefanos Varjas, the Budapest, Hungary engineer who 

invented the mini motor; Jean-Pierre Verdy, former testing director for the French Anti-

Doping Agency; Tyler Hamilton, former teammate of seven-time Tour de France winner 

Lance Armstrong; Greg LeMond, three-time Tour de France winner, and his wife, Kathy 

LeMond. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Michael Rey, Oriana Zill de Granados) 

 

48 HOURS 

01/07/17 48 HOURS: “Crime and Punishment” - a report on what happens to a family after a 

murder rips them apart; and the nearly 25-year quest by Tippy Dhaliwal and Jeanette 

Marine, two California women, who are determined to deny their step-father Dennis 

Ott’s parole for the murder of their mother Phonthip Ott. Each time Ott comes up for 

parole, the sisters are there to fight for their mother and vow to never give up. The two 

women are steadfast in the belief that their step-father Dennis Ott, murdered their 

mother. In 1992, Phonthip Ott’s body was found by a fisherman in the Sacramento River 

in Sacramento, California. The police investigation dragged on for nearly two years. 

Eventually, Ott was charged with the murder. He was tried, convicted and sentenced to 

life in prison with the possibility of parole. Ott has maintained his innocence, which 

could be a sticking point in the parole hearings. Admitting guilt or showing remorse isn’t 

mandated, but legal experts believe it goes a long way with those deciding whether 

prisoners are paroled. The daughters realize that their fight for justice did not end with a 

guilty verdict; they must face Ott year-after-year to keep him in prison. Tippy Dhaliwal 

has been diagnosed with cancer, but she and Jeanette vow never to give up. At this 

hearing, Ott is again denied parole and must remain in prison. He will be eligible for 

another hearing in two-and-a-half years. On-screen text graphic: Dennis Ott’s parole 

hearing has been moved up to October 2017. Tippy’s health is better and both she and 

Jeanette plan to continue fighting Dennis Ott’s release. Interviewed: Jeanette Marine 

and Tippy Dhaliwal (daughters); Dennis Ott (step-father); Paul Parker (Sutter County 

Sheriff); Larry Lewis (Jeanette and Tippy’s grandfather); Vicky Van Atta (Sutter County 

District Attorney’s Investigator); Frank Hartzell (former reporter, Appeal Democrat); 

Marin Atkinson (Ott’s mother); Jennifer Shaffer (executive director, California Board of 



Parole Hearings); Amanda Hopper (Sutter County District Attorney) (C: Tracy Smith - 

Marcelena Spencer) 

 

01/14/17  PREEMPTION 

 

01/21/17 48 HOURS: “Innocence Lost” (9:00–10:00p) – an updated followup to “Who Killed These 

Girls” (OAD: 03/25/92) and “Deadly Encounters” (OAD: 09/14/98).  Eighteen years after 

48 HOURS reported the 1991murders of four teenage girls who were found dead in an 

Austin, Texas yogurt shop -- presented is a review of the case, and the new evidence 

that could potentially overturn everything police thought they knew. The girls had been 

tied up, stripped down, at least one was raped, shot in the head and their naked bodies 

were stacked in a corner then set on fire.  In the weeks after the murders, authorities 

received countless tips, many false confessions and interrogated teenagers Maurice 

Pierce, Michael Scott, Robert Springsteen and Forrest Welborn.  With no solid evidence, 

they were released.  There were no developments in the investigation until 1999, when 

new detectives assigned to the case arrested the original four suspects. Charges against 

Welborn and Pierce were eventually dropped.  Scott and Springsteen each stood trial for 

murder.  Both were convicted, with Springsteen sentenced to death and Scott 

sentenced to life in prison.  On appeal, the convictions were overturned when DNA 

evidence did not match any of the suspects. Officials then said there is no statute of 

limitations for murder, and they will continue the investigation until the person(s) 

responsible are brought to justice.  For now Scott and Springsteen are free; and the girls’ 

families are still dealing with the deaths of their daughters. Update: Today, investigators 

now suggest that there was a fifth man involved in the murders. Other interested 

parties believe that two men, mentioned by witnesses and never identified, hold the key 

to the murders. Original detective John Jones sees them only as potential witnesses. The 

investigation remains in limbo.  2017 On-screen text graphic: If you have any 

information on this case, police encourage you to call 512-472-TIPS. Under Texas law, 

neither Robert Springsteen nor Michael Scott is entitled to compensation for their 

wrongful convictions until a court officially declares their innocence. Interviewed: 

detectives John Jones  and; Mike Huckabay; Bob Ayers, Pam Ayers, Barbara Ayers-

Wilson, Maria Thomas, parents of the victims; suspects Forrest Welborn and Robert 

Springsteen; Jim Sawyer, Springsteen’s attorney; Saul Kassin, psychology professor at 

John Jay College for Criminal Justice; New Interviews: Beverly Lowry, author; Amber 

Farrelly, member of the defense team for Michael Scott and Robert Springsteen. (C: Erin 

Moriarty – P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Peter Henderson; Producers for the 01/21/17 

Followup: Chuck Stevenson, Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Peter Henderson) (OAD: 

01/09/10; 1st Rebroadcast: 09/11/10 – both as 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Innocence Lost”) 



 

01/21/17 48 HOURS: “Devil’s Island” (10:00-11:00p) – a second updated rebroadcast on the 

disappearance and death of Yvonne Baldelli, a California woman who moved to Panama 

with her boyfriend Brian Brimager, an ex-Marine , who turned out not to be as perfect 

to her as he seemed. Baldelli routinely sent happy emails to family members, but they 

suddenly stopped. About a month after the last message, Yvonne’s sister Michele 

Valenzuela got a text from Brimager saying he was back in the U.S., but without Baldelli. 

He had sent an email that he and Yvonne had broken up, which was somehow 

overlooked by her family. Police went to Panama and back to San Diego. The family 

learned that Baldelli and Brimager were not as happy as had been suggested. They 

learned Brimager was leading a second life and had gotten married to Kristin Werkoven. 

Even though Michele Valenzuela was sick with cancer, her hunch about the origins of an 

email allegedly from her sister Yvonne, set her on a mission to prove Brimager had 

murdered Yvonne. In Panama, police searched for a body. The FBI joined the 

investigation. Finally, forensic analysis yielded a positive result: Brimager was arrested 

by the FBI and is now in custody. Since the arrest, Yvonne Baldelli’s remains have been 

found: she never left Panama. Original On-screen text graphic: Michele Valenzuela lost 

her brave battle to cancer last week. The United States is in talks with Panama to move 

the prosecution of Brian Brimager for Yvonne’s murder to San Diego. 06/23/15 UPDATE: 

In April 2015, five months after the death of Michele Valenzuela, and following complex 

negotiations between Panama and the United States, it was announced that the United 

States will prosecute Brian Brimager for the murder of Yvonne Baldelli, as a foreign 

murder of a U.S. national. Now, the family is one step closer to justice for Yvonne and to 

bringing her remains back to the United States for burial. On-screen text graphic for the 

06/23/15 updated rebroadcast: Brian Brimager is due in court next week. A federal 

judge is likely to set a trial date. 01/21/17 UPDATE:  In 2016, the case was headed for 

trial when investigators made a dramatic discovery: Yvonne’s blood and DNA were 

found under a machete handle that Brian owned. This was the tool used to dismember 

Yvonne. Within a week, Brimager pleaded guilty to second degree murder. On-screen 

text graphic: Kristin and Brian Brimager are still married. She continues to support and 

visit him in federal prison. Brimager’s prison term ends in February 2037. Interviewed: 

photographer Jack English; Yvonne’s sister Michele Valenzuela; her father and step-

mother Jim and Lillian Faust; Yvonne’s niece Lauren Beyer; local bar owners in Panama:  

Stephen and Joan Crabtree, Penny Tom; Brian’s friend Jim Mertens; ex-U.S. intelligence 

officer Don Winner. 01/21/17 New Interview: Andrew Masters (FBI Special Agent) (C: 

Peter Van Zant - P: Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 11/15/14; 1st Rebroadcast: 06/23/15) 

 

01/28/17 48 HOURS: SOLVE THIS CASE: “Who Killed Kay Wenal” - an investigation into the 

unsolved murder of Kay Wenal, who was found murdered inside her Georgia home in 

2008.  The case has been difficult to solve because there were no fingerprints, no 



evidence of a break-in and the killer took the weapon with him.  Kay did not seem to 

have any enemies and her husband had a solid alibi. The only clues in the case are an 

expletive-filled cut-and-paste note sent to a newspaper and a police sketch of a suspect 

seen the day before and the day of the murder by a neighbor. Investigators are asking 

the public-at-large to help solve the crime. Gwinnett County Police Sergeant John 

Richter and Lieutenant Steven Shaw, the current detectives assigned to the case, and 

investigators hired by Hal Wenal -- John Inosgna, Ned Timmons, a retired FBI agent and 

his ex-wife, investigator Kathleen Timmons, and retired Gwinnett County Police 

Lieutenant Charlie Bishop discuss the case --including their theories. Former FBI profiler 

Mary Ellen O’Toole discusses her opinions regarding the note sent to the Atlanta 

Journal-Constitution. The hope is that exposing critical evidence to a nationwide 

audience on television, online and on social media platforms will help to solve this case. 

Also interviewed: Pam Sleeper (Kay Wenal’s sister); David Hughes (contractor/business 

associate). On-screen text graphic: Anyone with information is asked to contact: 

Gwinnett County Criminal Investigation Division anonymous tip line at 770-513-5390. 

Crime Stoppers Atlanta: 404-577-TIPS/1-404-423-8477. (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed, 

Michelle Feuer) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL 

 

01/20/17 CBS NEWS SPECIAL: “Change And Challenge: The Inauguration Of Donald Trump” – 

Includes: (1) a review and taped excerpts of the events surrounding today’s 

inauguration of Donald Trump, as President of the United States; (2) An interview by 

Gayle King with President Trump’s son Eric, on a wide range of topics. (3) Donald Trump 

plans to change the rules and plans on using his charisma, bravado and style to 

accomplish his goals. Interviewed: Michael Kranish, Trump biographer; and Richard 

LeFrak, friend and fellow New York City realtor; (4) Kenosha City, Wisconsin voted 

Republican for the first time in 44 years. Erin Moriarty interviews various residents 

about their choice and their hopes for the future; (5) a profile of the new First Family 

and a continuation of the interview with Eric Trump; (6) protests erupt in D.C. Over 

200,000 are expected to attend the Women’s March tomorrow (1/22). Peter Van Sant 

reports on the anxiety of the campaign and the apprehension and fears of children and 

adults. Also the people who feel empowered to do hateful things in wake of the 

election; (7) the celebrations and balls the Trumps will attend; and (8) American Views – 

various Americans express their fears and hopes for the next four years. (Anchors: Gayle 

King, John Dickerson.  Correspondents: Major Garrett (1), John Dickerson (3) (7), Erin 

Moriarty (4), Gayle King (2) (5) (7) (8), Peter Van Sant (6).  Senior Executive Producer: 

Susan Zirinsky.  Senior Producers: Patti Aronofsky, Anthony Batson, Mary Hager, Nancy 

Kramer, Peter Schweitzer, Judy Tygard.) 



 

01/26/17 MARY TYLER MOORE:  LOVE IS ALL AROUND – a one-hour CBS News special honoring 

the life and legacy of actress and CBS star Mary Tyler Moore, who passed away 

yesterday (01/25) at the age of 80. Includes: (1) an introduction by anchor Gayle King; 

(2) the life and career of the legendary actress is detailed by Ben Tracy; (3) Gayle King 

introduces Oprah Winfrey who speaks about how Mary Tyler Moore influenced her life 

and career choices; (4) Oprah Winfrey interview continues; (5) Erin Moriarty reports 

about what made “The Mary Tyler Moore Show” so memorable. Interviewed:  author 

Jennifer Keishin Armstrong; (6) Jim Axelrod reports about how “The Dick Van Dyke 

Show” changed television and how the cast, including Mary Tyler Moore, made the 

series a success. Interviewed: Dick Van Dyke, Bill Persky, Carl Reiner; (7) Peter Van Sant 

reports about Moore’s struggles in her stage and screen career. Interviewed: David 

Edelstein, critic; and Dick Van Dyke; (8) a report on the famous “Mary Tyler Moore 

Show” theme song and its composer Sonny Curtis; (9) an excerpt of an interview with 

Mary Tyler Moore from “The Charlie Rose Show”; (10) final thoughts with Gayle King. 

(Anchor: Gayle King (1, 3, 4, 10). Correspondents: Ben Tracy (2); Erin Moriarty (5); Jim 

Axelrod (6); Peter Van Sant (7). Senior Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky 

 

* * * *  

 

 

FACE THE NATION 

02/05/17 Guests: Vice President Mike Pence (1); Governor Chris Christie (R-NJ) (2); DeMaurice 

Smith, Executive Director, NFL Players Association (3); James Brown, Host, The NFL 

Today, CBS News Special Correspondent (4); Michael Duffy, Time Magazine (5); Ruth 

Marcus, The Washington Post (5); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review, Bloomberg View 

(5); Amy Walter, The Cook Political Report (5) 

 1) Topics include: Vice President Pence’s support for the executive order on immigration 

/ federal judge in Washington State who stopped the travel ban / President Trump’s 

criticism of the judge, by questioning his legitimacy / outside criticism over the executive 

order and the way it was carried out; reaction to President Trump’s interview with Bill 

O’Reilly of FOX News, in which he praised Vladimir Putin and criticized the United States 

/ criticism that President Trump slandered the United States in the interview / moral 

equivalency / Vice President Pence’s belief that America is morally superior to Russia 



 2) Topics include: Governor Christie’s opinion “that America is the moral leader of the 

world” / reaction to President Trump’s comments about the morality of the United 

States; executive order on immigration / “haphazard rollout” of the Muslim travel ban 

 3) Topics include: concern over the repeal of the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) / 

100% injury rate for players, which leads to preexisting conditions for those heading into 

retirement / concussions in the NFL; role of politics in the NFL / support for the right of 

players to speak out 

 4) an interview with Mr. Brown on today’s Super Bowl between the Atlanta Falcons and 

the New England Patriots 

 5) Topics include: executive order on immigration / testing the legality of the travel ban 

/ President Trump’s criticism of the judge, by questioning his legitimacy / relationship 

between President Trump and Republicans; leaks within the Trump White House / 

conflict within the Trump administration / need for a chain of command; confirmation 

process for Judge Neil Gorsuch, Mr. Trump’s Supreme Court nominee / dilemma facing 

Democrats when dealing Congressional Republicans and President Trump: whether or 

not to fight, even if they can’t win; reaction to President Trump’s interview with Bill 

O’Reilly of FOX News 

 

02/12/17 Guests: Senator Charles Schumer (aka Chuck) (D-NY), Senate Minority Leader (1); 

Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ) (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director (3); 

Stephen Miller, White House Senior Policy Advisor, Trump Administration (4); Peter 

Baker, The New York Times (5); Susan Page, USA Today (5); Reihan Salam, National 

Review (5); Ron Brownstein, Atlantic Media (5) 

 1) Topics include: this weekend’s missile test from North Korea / the need to impress 

upon China the importance of curtailing North Korea economically; executive order on 

immigration; pledge for Democrats to remain “guided by our values” / concern over the 

ability of Democrats to be able to work with President Trump / protests against 

President Trump; concern over Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch and his 

ability to be an independent justice 

 2) Topics include: Senator Flake’s belief that the travel ban is constitutional, but that it 

sends a bad message to America’s allies abroad / President Trump’s treatment of the 

judicial branch / Senator Flake’s explanation of why it is necessary that there be a 

separation between the judiciary and the presidency; immigration reform / uptick in 

arrests by ICE officials / the fear of being deported, expressed by illegal immigrants who 

have not committed aggravated felonies 



 3) Topics include: the launch of the CBS News – YouGov nation tracker, “a survey project 

aimed at monitoring Americans' views on the Trump administration, Congress, and the 

country” / four basic groupings that the survey participants fall into: (1) those strongly 

supporting the president; (2) those who support President Trump, but with conditions; 

(3) those currently not supporting Mr. Trump, but could; and those firmly opposed to 

President Trump 

 4) Topics include: President Trump’s reaction to the missile test from North Korea; 

executive order on immigration / what the Trump administration has learned from this 

experience with the executive order / opinion that this “judiciary that has taken far too 

much power and become in many cases a supreme branch of government”; assurance 

that the administration is in control of events at the White House; replacing Obamacare 

(Affordable Care Act); uptick in immigration raids 

 5) Topics include: assessment of the current state of the Trump White House / 

constraints of the office of the president / public opinion on immigration / fact that 

President Trump’s actions have galvanized the opposition / executive order on 

immigration; incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn’s telephone call with the 

Russian ambassador on the day the U.S. Government and Obama administration 

announced sanctions against Russia for election hacking / report in The Washington 

Post, suggesting that sanctions were indeed discussed during the phone calls / Mr. 

Flynn’s assurance to Governor Pence that he did not discuss the sanctions with the 

Russian ambassador, who defended Mr. Flynn on the 01/15/17 edition of FACE THE 

NATION / investigation into contact between the Trump campaign and Russian sources; 

President Trump’s statement on the North Korean missile test / his reaffirmation of the 

One China policy; this week’s visit from Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu; 

status of the “repeal and replace” of the Affordable care Act (Obamacare) 

 

02/19/17 Guests: Reince Priebus, White House Chief of Staff (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), 

Senate Armed Services Committee (2); Representative Devin Nunes (R-CA), Chairman, 

House Intelligence Committee (3); Representative Elijah Cummings (D-MD), Ranking 

Member, House Oversight and Government Reform Committee (4); Tom Donilon, 

former National Security Advisor, Obama Administration (5); Michael Morell, former 

Acting Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), former Advisor, Clinton Campaign, 

CBS News Senior Security Contributor (5); Bob Woodward, The Washington Post (6); 

Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (6) 

 1) Topics include: President Trump’s recent tweet, calling the press the enemy of the 

people / Senator John McCain’s criticism of the Trump administration / Mr. Priebus’ 

defense of the Trump administration / belief that the media is obsessed with false 

stories / incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn’s telephone call with the Russian 



ambassador on the day the U.S. Government and Obama administration announced 

sanctions against Russia for election hacking  

 2) Topics include: opinion of European leaders of the Trump administration / Senator 

Graham’s agreement with the defense minister of Estonia that Russia has become more 

aggressive since the U.S. presidential election / need to hold Russia accountable for 

interfering in the 2016 election; assessment of how things are running at the White 

House / reaction to President Trump calling the press the enemy of the people; concern 

that President Trump doesn’t “forcefully embrace the idea that Russia’s interference in 

the election in 2016 is something that should be punished” 

 3) Topics include: leaked conversations between President Trump and foreign leaders / 

leaked conversation between incoming National Security Advisor Mike Flynn and the 

Russian ambassador / need to investigate the source of the leaks; House Intelligence 

Committee’s ongoing investigation into Russia / opinion that the sanctions imposed 

against Russia by the Obama administration were “petty”; tax reform 

 4) Topics include: Representative Cumming’s request to investigate former National 

Security Advisor Mike Flynn / leaks; upcoming meeting with President Trump / difficulty, 

but necessity in being able to work with President Trump 

 5) Topics include: advice for Mr. Trump in selecting a new national security advisor, after 

the termination of Mike Flynn; relationship between President Trump and the 

intelligence community; belief that one of Vladimir Putin’s “primary goals is to weaken 

the United States in the world” / need to investigate the Russian interference in the 

2016 election; threats posed by North Korea 

 6) Topics include: reaction to President Trump calling the press the enemy of the people 

/ Mr. Trump’s most recent press conference / review of President Trump’s first month in 

office / Mr. Woodward’s interpretation of the “Michael Flynn saga” 

 

02/26/17 Guests: John Brennan, former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (1); David 

Martin, CBS News National Security Correspondent (3); Governor John Kasich (R-OH) (4); 

Ben Domenech, The Federalist (5); Molly Ball, The Atlantic (5); Lanhee Chen, Hoover 

Institution, Stanford University (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5) 

 1) Topics include: investigation into Russia’s efforts to meddle in the 2016 election and 

collude with the Trump campaign / call for a bipartisan investigation / claim from the 

White House that the FBI had contacted them to criticize the veracity of reports 

detailing Russia’s contact with the Trump campaign / respect for FBI Director Jim Comey 

/ Mr. Brennan’s reaction to comments made from House Intelligence Chairman Devin 

Nunes during his appearance last week on FACE THE NATION regarding leaks of sensitive 



information from Obama administration officials; President Trump’s travel ban / recent 

report criticizing the effectiveness of the travel ban from the Department of Homeland 

Security / downsides to the travel ban; threats posed by North Korea and Russia; new 

National Security Advisor General H.R. McMaster’s advice to President Trump to avoid 

the term “radical Islamic terrorism” 

 2) an extended video excerpt of Mr. Dickerson’s moderating a focus group in Richmond, 

VA, where the participants discussed President Trump, the country, and politics 

 3) an interview with Mr. Martin from Cairo, Egypt, on the U.S. effort to defeat ISIS (ISIL / 

Daesh) 

 4) Topics include: Governor Kasich’s meeting with President Trump and his advice for 

the president on reforming the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / reaction to 

comments from former Speaker of the House John Boehner on repealing and replacing 

the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); changes in the Washington political climate / 

reports that the White House reached out to Congressional Intelligence Committees, 

requesting help regarding leaks of sensitive information / need to put your country 

before your political party; Governor Kasich’s thoughts on President Trump 

 5) Topics include: reports that the White House asked Congressional Intelligence 

Committees for help regarding the investigation into Russia’s meddling in the 2016 

election / bipartisan support for a special prosecutor to investigate Russian meddling in 

the election; Affordable Care Act (Obamacare); immigration; new leaders of the 

Democratic National Committee: Chairman Tom Perez and Deputy Chairman Keith 

Ellison 

 

 

60 MINUTES 

  

02/05/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Front Row Seat” 

 

02/12/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Grammy Night” (7:00-7:30p) 

 

02/19/17 “The North Korean Threat” - a report on the continuing military threat posed by North 

Korea, a threat exacerbated by dictator Kim Jong-un’s possession of nuclear weapons 

and his pursuit of an intercontinental ballistic missile.  Includes interviews with: Thae 



Yong-ho, a defector who was formerly North Korea’s deputy ambassador in London; 

Chung Min Lee, former South Korean ambassador for national security; U.S. Air Force 

General James Slife; Army General Vincent Brooks, Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Forces 

Korea. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Guy Campanile, Andrew Bast) 

 “The Remington 700" - a report on complaints from thousands of owners of the 

Remington 700 bolt-action rifle that, because of a defective trigger mechanism, the gun 

has fired without anyone pulling the trigger. Includes interviews with: Roger Stringer, 

whose son Zac was convicted of intentionally shooting his younger brother Justin with 

the rifle; Zac Stringer; Robert Chaffin, attorney, Houston, Texas; Todd Hilsee, expert on 

class action notices; Hal Kittrell, prosecutor in the Zac Stringer case. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 

Shachar Bar-On) 

 “USA Gymnastics” - interviews with three former female members of the U.S. National 

Gymnastics team, who for the first time describe the sexual abuse they say they 

suffered as young girls at the hands of the team’s doctor, Lawrence Nassar.  Includes 

interviews with: Jessica Howard, U.S. National champion in rhythmic gymnastics from 

1999 to 2001; Jeanette Antolin, a member of the U.S. National Team from 1995 to 2000; 

Jamie Dantzscher, bronze medal winner, 2000 Olympics; John Manley, California 

attorney representing the women interviewed and more than forty others; and Senator 

Dianne Feinstein (D - CA), Senate Judiciary Committee. (C: Dr. Jonathan LaPook - P: Andy 

Court, Sarah Fitzpatrick) 

 

02/26/17 PREEMPTED for 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Behind Bars” 

 

02/26/17 60 MINUTES SPECIAL EDITION (8:00-9:00p) 

 “The Alzheimer’s Laboratory” – a report on a National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

supported study, attempting to discover whether Alzheimer’s disease may be 

preventable. The world’s largest concentration of people with a rare genetic mutation 

which causes early onset Alzheimer’s is found in Antioquia, Colombia. Scientists have 

taken a group of volunteers from this population, a group which will take an 

immunotherapy drug to remove amyloid plaque. The intervening years will offer 

researchers a chance to ascertain whether or not the drug has halted the disease in its 

tracks. Results aren’t expected until 2021. Includes interviews with: family volunteering 

for Alzheimer study in Antioquia, Colombia identified by first names only: Freddie, 

Cecilia, Victor, Sara, and Julio (through translator); Dr. Francisco Lopera, neurologist at 

the University of Antioquia; Lucia Madrigal, Dr. Lopera’s former nurse (through 

translator); Ken Kosik, neurologist and professor in neuroscience at the University of 

California, Santa Barbara; Dr. Pierre Tariot, director of Banner Alzheimer’s Institute; Dr. 



Claudia Kawas, Alzheimer’s researcher and clinician at the University of California Irvine; 

and Dr. Eric Reiman, executive director of the Banner Alzheimer's Institute. Also includes 

comments by: Norm (only identified by first name), Alzheimer’s patient. (C: Lesley Stahl 

– P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 11/27/16) 

 “Taking On The Eiger” – a report on how extreme athlete JT Holmes combined three 

sports: speed riding, skiing, and BASE jumping to descend down the Swiss mountain, 

pulling a parachute to break his 100-mph free fall. Cameras capture Holmes in action as 

it was attempted for the first time. Includes an interview with JT Holmes, American 

professional skier. Also includes comments by: Martin Schurmann, Swiss mountain 

guide; and Valentin Delluc, champion speed rider and cameraman. (See also: “The 

Birdmen”, OAD: 10/11/09) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Tom Anderson) (OAD: 11/29/15) 

 Update: “Water” (OAD: 11/16/14) 

 

48 HOURS 

02/04/17 48 HOURS: “Guilty Until Proven Innocent” - a report about the cases against Dameon 

Pinkins and Roosevelt Glenn: two Indiana men, a 1989 gang rape, and the DNA evidence 

at the time that did not tie either man to the crime. Yet, both were convicted, spending 

years in prison before new DNA technology changed their fates. Pinkins and Glenn 

vowed they were innocent. Prosecutors had evidence and a victim who said she could 

identify one of the five alleged attackers. At trial, prosecutors also argued that DNA 

testing was new and unreliable -- both were convicted. Their cases drew the attention of 

Indiana law professor Fran Watson who, along with her students, continued to search 

for clues over a fifteen year period. Everything changed for them when a new 

technology called TrueAllele came along, which could separate the genetic mixture in 

DNA evidence. This new technology has the potential to change the outcome in 

thousands of cases nationwide. Glenn had been released from prison after 17 years for 

good behavior, and Pinkins was released after 26 years when prosecutors overturned 

their convictions. On-screen text graphic: Just this week Roosevelt Glenn’s conviction 

was officially overturned. He will now move to have his name expunged from the 

Federal Sex Offenders Registry. Darryl Pinkins is living with his nephew and is looking for 

a job. Interviewed: Roosevelt Glenn and Dameon Pinkins; Glenn family members: Sally 

Glenn, Darniese Glenn, Renitta Stout; Pinkins family members: Mildred Pinkins, Darryl 

Pinkins, Tracy Pinkins; Mike Solan (retired Detective Lieutenant, Hammond, Indiana); 

Fran Watson (Indiana University Law Professor); Law students Max, Brenda, and Polly 

(no last names); Joe Curosh (former Lake County prosecutor); Greg Hampikian (DNA 

expert); Karen Freeman-Wilson (former public defender/current Mayor, Gary, Indiana); 

Dr. Mark Perlin (DNA expert/inventor of TrueAllele); Bernard Carter (Lake County 

Prosecutor) (C: Maureen Maher - P: Judy Rybak) 



 

02/11/17 48 HOURS: “Murder in Beverly Hills” (9:00-10:00p) - a report on new details in the 

ongoing saga of millionaire Robert Durst Featured in this episode is the first in-depth 

look at an unprecedented recent interview that infamous millionaire and alleged killer 

Robert Durst gave to a prosecutor looking to put him in prison. Also included is a review 

of the allegations about his missing wife; his alleged ties to the 2000 murder of his 

friend Susan Berman, who was shot dead in her home -- a case the police have spent 

years trying to solve. Durst wasn’t considered a suspect in Berman’s death until nine 

months later when he was involved with the death of Morris Black in Galveston, Texas. 

Durst maintained he accidentally killed Black in self-defense and he then cut up Black’s 

body. A jury eventually acquitted him of murder.  Next week, Durst is expected to agree 

to a plea deal on a gun charge in New Orleans so he can face trial in California for the 

murder of Susan Berman. Will that trial clear his name in a case that has dogged him for 

years -- as attorney Dick DeGuerin suggests -- or will he end up spending the rest of his 

life in jail, where investigators say he should have been all along? On-screen text 

graphic: Next week a secret witness in the Susan Berman murder case will reportedly 

offer new incriminating testimony about Robert Durst. Kathie Durst’s family has filed a 

civil suit against Robert Durst. They’re asking for one hundred million dollars. Included 

are previous interviews with:  Jim McCormack; Stephen Silverman; Lisa DePaulo; 

Jeannine Pirro; Det. Cody Cazalas; Emily and Stewart Altman; Paul Coulter; Chip Lewis; 

Charles Bagli; Dr. Milton Altschuler; Andrew Jarecki; Steve Cooley; Jack Leonard. Current 

interview: Dick DeGuerin (Durst’s attorney)  (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The 

Mystery of Robert Durst”, OAD: 03/17/04; 1st rebroadcast: 09/08/04; 48 HOURS 

PRESENTS: “The Bizarre Saga of Robert Durst”, OAD: 03/21/15, which is a followup to 

“The Mystery of Robert Durst”; and 48 HOURS: “Murder 90210”, OAD: 01/30/16, which 

is a followup to 48 HOURS PRESENTS: “The Bizarre Saga of Robert Durst”.) (C: Erin 

Moriarty – P: Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher, Judy Rybak, Chris O’Connell, Alicia Tejada) 

 

02/11/17 48 HOURS: “The Strange Life of Dr. Schwartz” (10:00-11:00p) - an investigation into the 

death of beloved physician Dr. Steven Schwartz, found dead, seemingly as a result of a 

botched robbery; how his life came to such a violent end; and insight into a series of 

mysteries connected to him and his family. Schwartz, a wealthy well-respected kidney 

specialist was found dead -- shot, stabbed and beaten. Police discovered his body in his 

home after his second wife Rebecca called to report a robbery. Police investigation 

uncovered a family with strained relationships, different allegations on what may have 

happened and a secret life that Dr. Schwartz had hidden from his offspring. A year after 

the murder, police arrested Leo Anton Stragaj, an employee of Schwartz’s. Stragaj 

admitted to seeing the body and not calling police, he says due to his immigration 

status. He says he did not commit murder and says that Schwartz’s wife had something 

to do with it, because she asked him to find someone to kill Dr. Schwartz and has set 



him up. Also uncovered in the investigation were reports about Schwartz killing a dentist 

in 1961 in a botched robbery attempt in New Mexico. He spent nine years in prison 

before his sentence was commuted. He and his accomplice, Phillip Dyer, went on to live 

accomplished lives. Carter Schwartz, his son from his first marriage, was completely 

unaware of this information.  Friends and colleagues suspect that Rebecca Schwartz was 

involved. Police believe that Rebecca Schwartz used this information to blackmail Dr. 

Schwartz. Rebecca Schwartz has sold the medical practice, moved to Wisconsin, and has 

caused heartache for another woman. Carter Schwartz has a civil suit filed against 

Rebecca Schwartz. On-screen text graphic: The gun and the knife used to kill Doctor 

Schwartz have never been found. No trial date has been set for Leo Stragaj’s murder 

trial. Meredith and her husband are divorcing. Interviewed: Carter Schwartz (son); 

Robert Patton (friend of Dr. Schwartz); April Cox and Patrick Olive (former friends of 

Rebecca Schwartz); Leo Stragaj; Robert Kochen (investigator); Phillip Dyer (1961 

accomplice, adjunct professor of criminal justice, Youngstown State University); James 

Cecil (1961 witness); Will Florin and Tom Roebig (Carter Schwartz attorneys); Kim 

Rivellini and Denis Devlaming (Rebecca Schwartz attorneys); Meredith (no last name - 

wronged woman) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Alec Sirken, Ryan N. Smith, Michelle Feuer) 

 

02/18/17 48 HOURS: “Eleven Hundred Miles to Murder” - an investigation into the 2015 murder 

of Dr. Teresa Sievers, a Bonita Springs, Florida doctor murdered inside her home and the 

investigation that led to two suspects eleven hundred miles away in Missouri. Police 

initially suspected her husband Mark Sievers, but he had an airtight alibi. A tip led police 

on a 1,000 mile trip that took the case in an unexpected direction. Mark Sievers believed 

there might be a tie to other suspicious deaths of doctors around the country.  

Eventually, Mark Sievers became a person of interest. Two months after the murder, 

police arrested two men in Missouri and charged them with Dr. Sievers murder: Curtis 

Wayne Wright (aka Wayne Wright), and Jimmy Ray Rogers (aka “The Hammer”) traveled 

from Missouri to Florida and murdered Dr. Sievers. What would be the motive? Police 

learned that Wayne Wright was a friend of Mark Sievers; that Mark had taken out five 

life insurance policies on Dr. Sievers; that the two had an open marriage, money 

problems and other serious issues. Eight months after the murder, facing the death 

penalty, Wayne Wright admitted to killing Dr. Sievers and accused Mark Sievers of being 

the mastermind behind the crime. Mark Sievers was then charged with the murder of 

his wife. Mark Sievers and Jimmy “The Hammer” Rogers have both pleaded not guilty 

and will be tried together. On-screen text graphic: Mark Sievers and Wayne Wright are 

being held in different jails. Teresa’s mother is now guardian of the Sievers children. No 

trial date has been set. Interviewed: Jessica Lipscomb (Naples Daily News crime 

reporter); Amy Bennett Williams (The News-Press reporter); Connie Reiss and Jennie 

Weckelman (Mark Sievers step-sister / step-mother); Sandra Hoskins (Dr. Sievers 

medical assistant) and Frank Pais (Hoskins husband / former employee of Dr. Sievers); 



Greg Bolin (Missouri friend); Jeff Conway and Tyler Juliette (Missouri contractors); 

Antonio Faga (Mark Sievers attorney) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Lisa Freed, Marcelena 

Spencer, Michelle Feuer) 

   

02/25/17 48 HOURS: “Stalking: Out of the Shadows” (9:00-10:00p) and “Stalked” (10:00-11:00p) 

- a two-part investigation into stalking -- the victims, the stalkers, the dangers and long-

term psychological damage this torment causes; and the efforts by actress Pauley 

Perrette to change ineffective laws that do not protect the victims. Also included: a 

report on the stalking death of singer Christina Grimmie, who was shot dead by an 

obsessed fan she didn’t even know was stalking her online; and an interview with Justin 

Massler -- a serial stalker with a diagnosed mental illness, who was arrested for stalking 

Ivanka Trump. 

 (1) Stalking: Out of the Shadows (9:00-10:00p) - the death of Christina Grimmie is 

detailed. She was shot dead by an obsessed fan she did not know was stalking her who 

showed up at a concert armed with two handguns and pulled the trigger, killing 

Grimmie and himself. The case was similar to the 1989 death of actress Rebecca 

Schaeffer, in that the stalker fantasizes that he is in a relationship with his victim and 

wants a permanent bond. Stalking is a silent crime with many victims afraid to speak 

out, fearing they will enrage their stalker. Also included:  actress Pauley Perrette, a 

stalking victim herself, talks about her efforts to change stalking laws and the bonds she 

has formed with other victims. Perrette does not think her stalker will ever leave her 

alone. 

 (2) Stalked (10:00-11:00p) - some stalkers become obsessed with people they do not 

know. Leonora Claire has been stalked by a man she met only once, who read about her 

in a magazine and came to an art exhibit she curated. Serial stalker Justin Massler has 

been obsessed with her for nearly six years and she has lived in constant fear, believing 

he could harm her at any time. Massler, who has been diagnosed with a mental illness, 

will not leave her alone. In 2010, he was arrested for stalking Ivanka Trump, and 

previously targeted the Kardashian family. Now, the secret service is interested in him 

because of the Trump connection.  Included is an interview with Massler, whom anchor 

Erin Moriarty tracked down and conducted an interview via the internet. His mother 

says he is living near her in Nevada and is getting medication. He has not contacted 

Leonora Claire in four months. On-screen text graphic: Christina Grimmie’s new single 

“Invisible” was just released by her family, ZXL Music and Republic Records. Proceeds 

will endow a memorial fund in her name. Learn more about stalking, what you can do to 

prevent it and what you can do if you’re being stalked. Go to 48Hours.com. Interviewed: 

Bria Kelly, Tyler Ward (singers) (1, 2); Michael Moreschi (detective) (1.2); Kris Mohandie 

(Clinical Police and Forensic Psychologist (1, 2); Wendy Segall (LA Deputy District 

Attorney) (1); Pauley Perrette (actress/advocate) (1,2); Peggy and Katherine (stalking 



victims) (1); Lenora Claire (stalking victim) (1,2); Eric Reade (Supervisor Detective LAPD 

Threat Management) (1); Justin Massler (stalker) (1,2); Randee Massler (mother) (2); 

George Vonvolakis (Massler’s attorney) (2); Dante Siou (stalker) (2);  Lynda Westlund 

(stalker’s attorney) (2) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Ruth Chenetz, Sarah Prior) 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 

 

02/05/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “A Front Row Seat” 

 “Hamilton” – an elongated “director’s cut” version with previously unseen material 

from Charlie Rose’s original report about the unorthodox musical currently selling out 

on Broadway and attracting such luminaries as President Barack Obama and former Vice 

President Dick Cheney. Based on the life of Alexander Hamilton, the show and its 

diverse cast are creating waves on Broadway and beyond, while smashing box office 

records and garnering a record 16 Tony nominations. The lead actor and playwright of 

“Hamilton” is Lin-Manuel Miranda, and he uses a combination of hip-hop and rap along 

with popular music to portray Alexander Hamilton’s life -- all sung and danced by a 

diverse cast. Miranda also created the winner of the 2008 Tony for best musical, “In The 

Heights”. Includes interviews with: Lin-Manuel Miranda; Luis Miranda and Luz Towns-

Miranda, Miranda’s parents; and Ron Chernow, author of “Alexander Hamilton” and the 

show’s historical advisor. Also includes a comment by Tommy Kail, the director of 

“Hamilton”.   The 06/12/16 extended segment also includes interviews with: the cast of 

“Hamilton”: Leslie Odom Jr., Renee Elise Goldsberry, Phillipa Soo, Christopher Jackson, 

and Daveed Diggs. (See also: “Hamilton” OAD: 11/08/15) (C: Charlie Rose – P: Graham 

Messick) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 06/12/16) 

 “The Pope’s Choir” - a profile of the Sistine Chapel Choir, the oldest choir in the world. 

More commonly known as the Pope’s Choir, they are with the pope for all important 

papal celebrations. Includes comments by: adult choir members Vittorio Catarci, an 

Italian bass; Cezary Arkadiusz Stoch, a Polish tenor; Mark Spyropoulos, a British 

baritone; and Choir director Massimo Palombella. Also includes comments by boy choir 

members Lorenzo Maliza, Riccardo Catapano, Emanuele Buccarella. (C: Charlie Rose - P: 

Draggan Mihailovich, Sabina Castelfranco) (OAD: 12/18/16) 

 

02/12/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Grammy Night” (7:00-7:30p) 

 “Adele & Beyonce” - an excerpt of “Beyonce” - an interview and profile of Beyonce 

Knowles, the superstar singer, dancer and actress (C: Steve Kroft - P: John Hamlin) (OAD: 

01/31/10); followed by an excerpt of “The Year of Adele” - an interview and profile of 



the British popular singer Adele Adkins, known as Adele. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: John 

Hamlin (OAD: 02/12/12) 

 “Bruno Mars” - an interview / profile of music superstar Bruno Mars, who was born 

Peter Hernandez to professional musician parents in Honolulu, Hawaii.  The chart-

topping singer, musician and songwriter has three Grammys and composed megahit 

“Uptown Funk” and his latest single, “24K Magic”. (C: Lara Logan – P: John Hamlin) 

(OAD: 11/20/16) 

 

02/26/17 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Behind Bars” 

 “El Chapo” – a report on the recapture of drug lord Joaquin Guzman (aka “el Chapo”) 

after he escaped Altiplano Prison in Mexico last July through a tunnel. Mexican and U.S. 

law enforcement reassembled the task force that caught el Chapo in 2014, and after 

some missed opportunities on both sides, el Chapo was captured in January 2016. 

Mexican marines infiltrated el Chapo’s safe house, killing five cartel members and taking 

six into custody, while el Chapo and his associate Cholo Ivan escaped through a hidden 

tunnel. The two men popped out of a manhole and hijacked two cars before being 

picked up by federal police and taken to a motel, for unknown reasons. Mexican 

marines intervened and took el Chapo into custody and sent him back to Altiplano 

Prison. Includes interviews with: Peter Vincent, Director Counselor for International 

Policy at BORDERPOL; Jim Dinkins, Ret. Homeland Security Investigations, Drug 

Enforcement Agency (DEA); Juan Pedro Badillo, el Chapo’s lawyer; and two unidentified 

Mexican marines who assisted with el Chapo’s capture (through translator). (See also: 

“Public Enemy Number 1", OAD: 10/12/14; “The Greatest Escape”, OAD: 09/27/15; and 

“Sean Penn”, OAD: 01/17/16) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Howard L. Rosenberg, Ana Real) 

(OAD: 02/21/16; 1st rebroadcast: 06/26/16 - includes an update. Both on 60 MINUTES) 

 “Life After Death Row” – a report about three unjustly convicted people in the 

American justice system: Ray Hinton, Ken Ireland and Julie Baumer, who spent years in 

prison, then were exonerated, and now they are adjusting to freedom. Most states offer 

no immediate assistance to the recently exonerated, and twenty states offer no 

compensation at all. Includes interviews with: people convicted and then exonerated:  

Ray Hinton, Ken Ireland, and Julie Baumer; and Bryan Stevenson, attorney.  (C: Scott 

Pelley – P: Henry Schuster) (OAD: 01/10/16 on 60 MINUTES) 

 “The Music of Zomba Prison” – a report on the Zomba Music Project, a Grammy-

nominated recording group featuring music composed and performed by prisoners and 

their guards at the maximum-security Zomba Central Prison in Malawi, Africa. Their first 

album “I Have No Everything Here” and current album “I Will Not Stop Singing” are 

produced by Ian Brennan. Includes interviews with: Ian Brennan, music producer; Sister 

Anna Tommasi, Italian nun; Officer Thomas Binamo, Zomba Prison guard/musician 



(through translator): and Zomba Prison inmates/musicians: Chikondi Salanje, Stefano 

Nyirenda, and Rhoda Mtemang’ombe (all through translator). (C: Anderson Cooper – P: 

Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine) (OAD: 10/30/16 on 60 MINUTES) 

 

02/28/17 CBS NEWS: SPECIAL REPORT: PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO CONGRESS - live coverage of 

President Donald Trump’s first address to a joint session of Congress. Also includes: (1) 

Republican pollster / CBS News Contributor Frank Luntz with the reactions of a group of 

21 people in Los Angeles who watched the President’s address; and (2) Democratic 

Response - by Steve Beshear, former Governor of Kentucky. Correspondents: Scott 

Pelley (anchor, Washington, D.C.); Norah O’Donnell, Gayle King, John Dickerson (all in 

studio with Pelley); Major Garrett (White House); Nancy Cordes (on Capitol Hill) 

 

* * * * * 

 

FACE THE NATION 

 

03/05/17 Guests: Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), Vice Chairman, Senate Intelligence Committee 

(1); Senator Susan Collins (R-ME), Senate Intelligence Committee (2); Leon Panetta, 

former Director, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), former Secretary of Defense (3); 

David Sanger, The New York Times (4); Dr. Tom Price, Secretary of Health and Human 

Services (5); Julie Pace, Associated Press (AP) (6); Ramesh Ponnuru, National Review (6); 

Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (6); Jamelle Bouie, Slate Magazine, CBS News Political 

Analyst (6) 

 1) Topics include: President Trump’s tweets from yesterday, where he accused former 

President Obama of wiretapping Mr. Trump’s campaign headquarters / Senator 

Warner’s criticism of the president’s unsubstantiated accusation / ongoing investigation 

into Russian efforts to meddle in the 2016 election; recent leaks embarrassing to the 

Trump administration 

 2) Topics include: President Trump’s tweets, accusing former President Obama of 

wiretapping Mr. Trump’s campaign headquarters / President Trump’s call for 

Congressional investigations into his allegations against Mr. Obama / possibility of 

issuing a subpoena for President Trump’s tax returns for their investigation into Russia’s 

influence on Mr. Trump and meddling in the 2016 election; repealing and replacing the 

Affordable Care Act (Obamacare)  



 3) Topics include: Mr. Panetta’s opinion that President Trump’s accusation against 

former President Obama is the president’s attempt to divert attention from the scandals 

facing his administration / call for a bipartisan, independent, thorough, and credible 

investigation into Russia’s efforts to meddle in the 2016 election / message that 

President Trump’s accusations send to other countries; U.S. efforts using cyber warfare 

to thwart North Korea’s missile system; budget for the Defense Department / need for a 

balance budget; failures of the current White House operation 

 4) an interview with Mr. Sanger, who detailed U.S. covert cyberattacks against the North 

Korean missile program under the Obama administration 

 5) an interview with Dr. Price on the Trump administration’s efforts to repeal and 

replacement of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) and the guarantee of Medicare  

 6) Topics include: President Trump’s address before a joint session of Congress / 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions’ misleading testimony in Congress about his contacts 

with Russia during the 2016 election / President Trump’s tweets, accusing former 

President Obama of wiretapping Mr. Trump’s campaign headquarters / President 

Trump’s policy towards Russia; efforts to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act 

(Obamacare) / Medicare; immigration reform 

 

03/12/17 Guests: Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the House of Representatives (1) 

(4); Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) (2); Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) (3); Peter Baker, The 

New York Times (5); Ezra Klein, Vox.com (5); Avik Roy, president, The Foundation for 

Research on Equal Opportunity (5); Indira Lakshmanan, The Boston Globe, Newmark 

Chair of Journalism Ethics, Poynter Institute (5) 

 1) Topics include: Representative Ryan’s excitement regarding the reaction to the 

American Healthcare Act -- the new healthcare bill, despite the overwhelming criticism 

it has received / criticism of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / his defense of the 

“long and deliberate” process to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act 

(Obamacare) / belief that the bill will be able to get the necessary Senate votes / 

President Trump’s complete engagement and commitment to getting this healthcare bill 

passed / agreement with President Trump’s assessment that there will be a “bloodbath” 

in 2018 for Congress if this bill does not pass; President Trump’s tweets accusing former 

President Obama of illegally wiretapping him 

 2) Topics include: Senator Paul’s criticism of the new healthcare bill as “Obamacare Lite” 

/ problems with the new healthcare bill / opinion that President Trump is willing to 

negotiate on healthcare; President Trump’s tweets accusing former President Obama of 

illegally wiretapping him 



 3) Topics include: Senator Sanders’ opinion of the new healthcare bill / reaction to 

claims that the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) is falling apart / problems with the new 

healthcare bill 

 4) Topics include: criticisms of the Affordable care Act (Obamacare) / how this bill is 

different from the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / promise of a stable transition 

between the two / claim that the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) is “crashing and 

collapsing” / Medicaid 

 5) Topics include: rollout of the alternative to the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / 

criticism of the new healthcare bill / problems facing Republicans in getting this bill 

passed / relationship between tax cuts and health care/ looming score from the 

Congressional Budget Office for the health care bill; President Trump’s new travel ban; 

President Trump taking credit for the February jobs numbers 

 

03/19/17 Guests: Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX), Senate Judiciary Committee (1); Representative Nancy 

Pelosi (D-CA), House Minority Leader (2); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections Director 

(3); Mick Mulvaney, White House Budget Director (4); Kim Strassel, The Wall Street 

Journal (5); Ed O’Keefe, The Washington Post (5); Ruth Marcus, The Washington Post 

(5); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (5) 

 1) Topics include: President Trump’s reassertion that former President Obama 

wiretapped Trump Tower / Senator Cruz’ call to see the evidence behind these claims; 

thoughts on the new health care bill – the American Healthcare Act / vow to not vote 

for any bill that keeps premiums rising; Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch 

 2) Topics include: President Trump’s wiretap allegations against former President 

Obama / FBI Director James Comey’s upcoming scheduled appearance before the House 

Intelligence Committee; thoughts on the new health care bill / Affordable Care Act 

(Obamacare) 

 3) YouGov Nation Tracker topic: what the four basic groups surveyed feel about the new 

healthcare bill. The YouGov nation tracker is a CBS News “survey project aimed at 

monitoring Americans' views on the Trump administration, Congress, and the country.” 

 4) Topics include: impact of the new healthcare bill on the middle and working class / 

criticism of the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) / defense of the new health care bill; 

budget / desire to fix the Social Security program 

 5) Topics include: status of the American Healthcare Act in Congress / various promises 

of reform that Mr. Trump promised during his campaign / impact of the new healthcare 

bill on the middle and working class; President Trump’s wiretap allegations against 



former President Obama; Supreme Court nominee Judge Neil Gorsuch; Trump 

administration’s reaction to North Korea 

 

03/26/17 Guests: Senator Tom Cotton (R-AK), Senate Intelligence Committee (1); Representative 

Adam Schiff (D-CA), Ranking Member, House Permanent Select Committee on 

Intelligence (2); Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC) (3); George Shultz, former Secretary 

of State, Reagan administration, Hoover Institution, Stanford University (4); Ben 

Domenech, The Federalist (5); Ron Brownstein, Atlantic Media (5); Jamelle Bouie, Slate 

Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (5); Juliet Eilperin, The Washington Post (5) 

 1) Topics include: failed attempt to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act 

(Obamacare) with the American Healthcare Act / wide ranging apposition the bill faced 

in the House of Representatives / criticism of how the Republicans rushed the rollout of 

the health care bill / reaction to President Trump’s criticism of the Freedom Caucus / 

opinion that the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare) is worsening; recent bombing in 

Mosul, killing two hundred civilians 

 2) Topics include: investigation into possible ties between Trump campaign officials and 

Russia / House Intelligence Committee Chairman Devin Nunes’ recent trip to the White 

House, where he revealed information related to the investigation, before he shared it 

with his fellow committee members / Chairman Nunes’ decision to cancel upcoming 

open testimony / criticism of Chairman Nunes / call for a serious and bipartisan 

investigation / need for an independent commission to investigate 

 3) Topics include: Chairman Nunes’ claim that the intelligence community incidentally 

collected information about Mr. Trump and other U.S. citizens involved in the Trump 

transition / support for Chairman Nunes / call for further testimony from FBI Director 

Comey and Admiral Rogers / Representative Gowdy’s sense of the “health” of this 

committee 

 4) Topics include: Mr. Shultz’ thoughts on the Trump presidency / advice he gave to 

Secretary of State Rex Tillerson / honesty in public office / America’s role in the world 

 5) Topics include: failed attempt to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act 

(Obamacare) with the American Healthcare Act / what the failure reveals about the 

Trump administration and its relationship with Republicans; possibility, if any, of 

Democrats working with President Trump 

 

 

 



60 MINUTES 

 

03/05/17 “Le Pen” - an interview/profile of French politician Marine Le Pen, head of the far-right 

National Front Party and a candidate for president of France.  Also includes a brief 

interview with Nonna Mayer, a professor in Paris; and comments by Emmanuel Rignaux, 

a French worker. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Michael H. Gavshon, David M. Levine, 

Francois Bringer) 

 “Voices of the Lost” - an investigation of the circumstances surrounding the 2015 

sinking of the American cargo ship El Faro in the Bermuda Triangle during hurricane 

Joaquin, and the loss of all 33 men and women aboard.  Brian Young, the National 

Safety Board’s lead investigator, is interviewed after listening to the ship’s voyage data 

recorder.  Also interviewed are: Eric Stolzenberg, NSB investigator and Jim Ritter, NTSB 

lab analyst. Also included are comments from relatives of four of the lost crew 

members: Laurie Bobillot, mother of second mate Danielle Randolph; Claudia Schultz, 

widow of chief mate Steve Schultz; Tina Riehm, widow of third mate Jeremie Riehm; 

Frank Pusatere, father of chief engineer Richard Pusatere. (See also: “Lost In The 

Bermuda Triangle”, OAD: 01/03/16)  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Patricia Shevlin, Miles Doran) 

 “Saving the Lions” - a report on the successful efforts of animal rights advocates Jan 

Creamer and Tim Phillips, founders of Animal Defenders International, to rescue lions 

and other wild animals from cruel treatment in circuses, and place them in a retirement 

sanctuary in South Africa. Includes interviews with Jan Creamer and Tim Phillips, 

founders of Animal Defenders International. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Robert G. Anderson, 

Aaron Weisz) 

 Update: “Passports For Sale” (OAD: 01/01/17) 

 

03/12/17 “Poisoned” - an interview/profile of Russian opposition activist Vladimir Kara-Murza, 

who has been brought to the brink of death twice by a mysterious toxin.  He claims he 

was poisoned for speaking out against the policies of Russian President Vladimir Putin.  

He is just one of several Kremlin critics who have been the victims of unresolved 

shootings, questionable suicides and poisonings.  Also includes interviews with: Bill 

Browder, American investor in Russia and now a Putin adversary; Mikhail Khodorkovsky, 

Putin critic; Yevgenia Kara-Murza, wife of Vladimir Kara-Murza. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 

Shachar Bar-On, E. Alexandra Poolos) 

 “Prisoner 760" - an interview/profile of Mohamedou Slahi, a former detainee at 

Guantanamo Bay prison for nearly 14 years.  He wrote a book (“Guantanamo Diary”) 

detailing his experience at Guantanamo, including his experience with the now-



outlawed “enhanced interrogation program.”  The book was published while he was still 

in the prison.  In this interview, Slahi outlines the chain of circumstances that eventually 

led to his arrest and placement in Guantanamo.  Also interviewed (and intentionally 

unidentified) is one of Slahi’s former guards at the prison. (Includes footage from 

“Charlie Did It”, OAD: 10/30/88) (C: Holly Williams - P: Keith Sharman, Erin Horan) 

DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 

03/19/17 “You’re Fired” - a report on how loopholes in the H-1B visa program -- a program 

originally intended to give American companies access to the best tech talent in the 

world -- are allowing firms to fire American workers and replace them with cheaper 

foreign workers.  Includes interviews with: former Rep. Bruce Morrison, author of the 

1990 visa bill; Sara Blackwell, a Florida attorney representing hundreds of displaced U.S. 

workers; Mukesh Aghi, president, U.S.-India Business Council. Also includes an interview 

with displaced worker Robert Harrison, a senior telecom engineer at the University of 

California San Francisco Medical Center; and comments from other displaced workers, 

including Kurt Ho, senior systems administrator at the UC Medical Center; Craig 

Diangelo, formerly of Northeast Utilities / Eversource; Leo Pererro, formerly of Disney; 

Dawn Collins; and Jay Palmer. Also includes comments by “Rajesh” (an assumed name), 

a worker at a major Wall Street Bank on an H-1B visa. (See also: “Out Of India”, OAD: 

01/11/04)  (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Ira Rosen, Sam Hornblower) 

 “Fighting Famine” - a report on the efforts of the United Nations’ World Food 

Programme (WFP) to aid the victims of civil war and famine in South Sudan with 

airdrops of food.  Includes interviews with: Dr. Meroni Abraham, physician at a South 

Sudanese clinic; John Prendergast, Africa specialist, leader of The Enough Project; Peter 

McKay, WFP; Owen Davies and Brian Langdon, WFP; Shaun Hughes, WFP. (See also: “It 

Didn’t Have To Happen”, OAD: 05/19/91) (C: Scott Pelley - P: Nicole Young) 

 “New Kid on the Street” - a report on the introduction of a new Muppet character on 

the television series “Sesame Street”: Julia, who has autism.  Includes interviews with: 

Christine Ferraro, writer for “Sesame Street”; Joan Ganz Cooney, creator of “Sesame 

Street”; Rollie Krewson, Muppet character designer; Stacey Gordon, puppeteer for Julia.  

(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) 

 The Mail - selected viewer comments about the segment “Prisoner 760" (OAD: 

03/12/17) 

 

03/26/17 “Attack in Garland” - an investigation into the 2015 terrorist attack in Garland, Texas by 

two homegrown jihadists, Elton Simpson and Nadir Soofi, the first such attack claimed 

by ISIS on U.S. soil.  Includes interviews with: Bruce Joiner, Garland, Texas security 



guard: Usama Shami, president, Islamic Community Center, Phoenix, Arizona; Seamus 

Hughes, deputy director, George Washington University’s “Program on Extremism”; Dan 

Maynard, attorney for Abdul Malik Abdul Kareem, a friend of Elton Simpson and Nadir 

Soofi. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Graham Messick, Steve McCarthy) 

 “Fake News”- a report on the creation and dissemination of fraudulent news items and 

their proliferation on social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 

Includes interviews with: James Alefantis, owner of a Washington, D.C. pizzeria; Michael 

Cernovich, a Southern California lawyer and writer of the “Danger and Play” website; 

Jim Vidmar, computer consultant; Jestin Coler, owner of the fake news sites “National 

Report” and “Denver Guardian”; Phil Howard, leader of the Internet Institute at the 

University of Oxford; Jeff Green, CEO, Trade Desk, an internet advertising firm. (C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Michael Radutzky, Guy Campanile, Andrew Bast) 

 “Chess Country” - a report about the positive impact of a chess program introduced to 

school children in rural Franklin County, Mississippi. Includes an interview with Dr. Jeff 

Bulington, chess teacher; and comments by students Braden Ferrell, Donovan Moore, 

Benson Schexnaydre, Parker Wilkinson, Rebekah Griffin, Austen Johnson; and comments 

by Bobby Poole, a part-time preacher and full-time assistant chess coach; and parents 

Mitch Ham and Jennifer Rutland. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi - P: Draggan Mihailovich, Laura 

Dodd) 

 Update: “Poisoned” (OAD: 03/12/17) 

 

48 HOURS 

 

03/04/17 PREEMPTION 

 

03/11/17 48 HOURS: LIVE TO TELL: “Afraid of the Dark” - Jennifer Schuett was just 8 years old in 

1990 when she was yanked through her bedroom window by an unknown man – and 

then strangled, slashed and left for dead in a field off a gravel road in Dickinson, Texas. 

She didn’t die – and the kidnapper couldn’t silence her. This is story of Schuett’s will to 

live, her unwavering focus on pushing police to find her kidnapper, and how through the 

trauma she found a purpose in life by advocating for other crime victims. Schuett was 

alone in her bedroom, when she woke up in the arms of a man carrying her outside of 

the apartment building where she lived with her mom. He said he was an undercover 

police officer and that they would meet up with her mother. Both were lies. He took her 

to the field, tried to strangle her, and raped her and slashed her throat before driving 

away. When she came to, she couldn’t scream, couldn’t lift her head or even move. She 



was found by children playing in the field. Her assailant didn’t count on Schuett living, 

let alone having an acute ability to recall critical details of the man. While in the 

hospital, Schuett, struggling with a fear of men and police because of the attack, began 

writing notes describing her kidnapper. His name was Dennis. She was also able to give 

a forensic sketch artist a detailed description of him. Despite the details, years went by 

with no suspects or closure. The case was passed between detectives, and each time it 

felt like she was starting over. Then, 18 years after the attack, Schuett got a call from 

Detective Tim Cromie from the Dickinson Police Department. He was now on her case. 

Cromie vowed to do everything he could until the end of his career to get the answers 

she so longed to find. Cromie partnered with FBI Special Agent Richard Rennison to 

work on the case. In September 2017, utilizing DNA technology that was not available 

before, Rennison got a call: the kidnapper’s identity had been established. His name is 

Dennis Earl Bradford. On-screen text graphic: Jennifer has become a fierce advocate for 

other crime victims. Interviewed: Jennifer Schuett; Ralph Garcia (former detective); Dr. 

Cheryl L. Strunk; Sharon McBride (pediatric nurse); Lois Gibson (forensic artist), Tim 

Cromie (Dickinson Police Department); Richard Rennison (FBI Special Agent).  (C: 

Michelle Miller - P: Stephen A. McCain, Marcelena Spencer) 

 

03/18/17 48 HOURS: “Death on Valentine’s Day” – a retitled and updated rebroadcast of “What 

Did the Children See?” (OAD: 02/20/16), focusing on Curtis Lovelace, a former Quincy, 

Illinois prosecutor on trial for the second time, for the February 14, 2006 murder of his 

wife, Corey Lovelace. The main question in this case is the cause of Cory Lovelace’s 

death -- alcohol abuse or murder. Lovelace was an All-American high school athlete who 

went on to become a prosecutor who seemed to have everything including a successful 

career and a loving family. On Valentine’s Day 2006, Lovelace returned home after 

dropping his children off at school to find his wife dead. After an investigation, the cause 

of death was never determined and the case was closed. Eight years later, in 2014, a 

Quincy detective reopened the case. This investigation determined the cause of death 

as suffocation. Lovelace was arrested and charged with murder. The case hinged on two 

things – science and the testimony of the Lovelace children. The first trial resulted in a 

hung jury and a mistrial was declared. Lovelace has remarried twice since he wife’s 

death. At the time of the second trial, the family was and still is deeply divided: 

daughter Lyndsey Lovelace has not spoken to her family since Lovelace’s arrest and is 

moving on with her life. His first ex-wife Erika Gomez was a witness at the second trial.  

Following the second trial, more than ten years after his wife’s death, Curtis Lovelace 

walked out a free man after being found not guilty. Original on-screen text graphic: 

Lovelace’s new trial date is scheduled for May 31st. Curtis Lovelace’s bail was set at five 

million dollars. He remains in jail. On-screen text graphic for the 03/18/17 Rebroadcast: 

Christine Lovelace adopted Curtis’ three sons. Lyndsay was already 18 years old. 

Christine and Curtis are undecided if they will return to live in Quincy. Interviewed: Bob 



Goush (journalist); Marty Didriksen (Cory Lovelace’s mother); Steve Belko, Beth 

Dobrzynski (Cory Lovelace’s friends); Lyndsay Lovelace (daughter); Cole Miller (EMT); 

James Keller (Deputy Coroner); Adam Gibson (Quincy detective); Dr. Jane Turner (Asst. 

Medical Examiner, St. Louis); Curtis Lovelace; Christine Lovelace (wife). (C: Maureen 

Maher – P: Alec Sirken, Marc B. Goldbaum, Paul LaRosa, Chris Young Ritzen, James Stolz, 

Aimee DeSimone; Producers for the 03/18/17 Rebroadcast: Alec Sirken, Josh Gelman, 

Chris O’Connell) (OAD: 02/20/16 as 48 HOURS: “What Did the Children See?”) 

 

03/25/17 48 HOURS: “What Happened in Apartment 1601?” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a report on the 

2013 death of Mark Waugh, a 23-year-old man murdered in an apartment in Silver 

Spring, Maryland after a night of bar-hopping with two friends. Since neither of them 

could remember what had happened, police employed an unusual method of 

interrogation. Waugh was stabbed to death in the apartment where his friends Rahul 

Gupta and his girlfriend Taylor Gould lived. Both Gupta and Gould were bloody and 

drunk, according to police, and were immediately interrogated, with Gupta apparently 

confessing to the crime, saying he had caught Mark and Taylor together. Then after the 

alcohol wore off, everything changed, with both insisting they had no idea what had 

happened. Gupta and Waugh were longtime friends, with successful jobs. Police 

struggled to understand what had happened. Police initially believed Taylor Gould’s 

version of events, but took the unusual step of putting Gupta and Gould together alone, 

and monitored their conversations. Gupta kept trying to blame Gould, yet police still 

believed Gould’s version of events. Further investigation revealed Gupta had a temper 

and smoked marijuana. Investigation also discovered information from a phone call 

between father and son after Gupta was arrested in which he told his father what had 

happened. Gupta was arrested and charged with murder. At trial, Gupta’s defense was 

to point the finger at Taylor Gould. She herself was not much help on the stand; but she 

never blamed Gupta; she just stated she did not kill Mark Waugh.  The jury found Gupta 

guilty. Though Taylor Gould is legally not guilty, Detective Paula Hamill believes she may 

have played some role in what happened that night, and that she may have possibly 

been involved in a relationship with Waugh behind Gupta’s back.  Original on-screen 

text graphic: Rahul Gupta is appealing his conviction. On-screen text graphic for the 

03/25/17 Rebroadcast: Just yesterday, Rahul Gupta's latest appeal was denied. Nancy 

and William Waugh have filed a wrongful death suit against Rahul Gupta.  Interviewed: 

Officer Dean Skiba and Detective Paula Hamill (Montgomery County, Maryland Police); 

Phil Armstrong and Jennifer Page (Gupta’s defense attorneys); Jason Peters (childhood 

friend of Mark Waugh); Sherene Gupta Rapoport (sister of Rahul Gupta); Dan Morse 

(Washington Post reporter); Timothy Hagan and Patrick Mays (Prosecutors). (C: Richard 

Schlesinger - P: Josh Yager, Dena Goldstein) (OAD: 04/02/16) 

 



03/25/17 48 HOURS: “The Alternate Suspects” (10:00-11:00p) – a followup to “Playing By the 

Rules” (OAD: 03/12/16), itself a follow-up to “The Guessing Game” (OAD: 12/06/08), 

featuring an interview with David Mark Temple, a former football star turned coach who 

was convicted in 2007 for the 1999 murder of his pregnant wife Belinda, who was shot 

dead in their Katy, Texas home. He spent nine years in prison, vowing he was innocent. 

In December 2016, he was released from prison after the Texas Court of Criminal 

Appeals found he didn’t get a fair trial. Temple talks about his life, evidence not 

admitted in his first trial that he believes can clear him, his family and the future. After 

years of delays and little evidence, Temple was eventually convicted in 2007, in a trial 

that pitted two the biggest names in the legal world: renowned defense attorney Dick 

DeGuerin and prosecutor Kelly Siegler. Five years later, a new witness came forward. An 

investigation led Temple’s new attorneys to allege that the prosecutor, Siegler, had 

withheld crucial evidence from the defense. In July 2015, a hearing was held to 

determine if Temple had received a fair trial. The judge ruled in Temple’s favor. The case 

was then in the hands of a higher court. In December 2016, after nine years in prison, 

Temple was released. Kim Ogg, the new DA in Harris County has promised to personally 

review the case and decide whether to drop the charges, or prosecute David Temple all 

over again. Belinda’s family still maintains that Temple is responsible. On-screen text 

graphic: Stanley Schneider is now handling David Temple’s case alone. Belinda Temple’s 

family has asked for a special prosecutor to be assigned before a decision about a retrial 

for David is reached. Interviewed:  David Mark Temple; Steve Clappart (Harris D.A. office 

investigator); Dean Holtke (Crime Scene Technician); Casie Gotro and Stanley Schneider 

(Temple’s new attorneys); Kelly Siegler (Prosecutor); Dick DeGuerin (original defense 

attorney). (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Guessing Game”, OAD: 12/06/08; 1st 

Rebroadcast: 02/20/10; and 48 HOURS: “Playing by the Rules?”, OAD: 03/12/16 - a 

followup to “The Guessing Game”) (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Gail Abbott Zimmerman, 

Sarah Prior) 
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